
September 2021 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the September 2021 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have a bumper crop of bird titles this time. For seabird enthusiasts, there will be another option to consider as Princeton University Press has just announced
Gulls of Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East: An Identification Guide, due November. More field guides are coming from Helm in February: Birds of Sri Lanka, as part
of a new series called Helm Wildlife Guides, and the second edition of Birds of Ghana. Closer to home we have the third edition of
Tracks & Signs of the Birds of Britain and Europe, due December from Bloomsbury, and the 2022 edition of The Birdwatcher's Yearbook, due October from Calluna Books.
Other interesting reads on birds are The Secret Perfume of Birds: Uncovering the Science of Avian Scent, due March from Johns Hopkins University Press, and Stephen
Moss's The Swan: A Biography, due November from Square Peg. It is that time of year again, and this month HarperCollins will publish
Bird Photographer of the Year, Collection 6. Regarding other vertebrate groups, we have All Asian Primates from Lynx.

Furthermore, there are some stellar entomology titles. Volume 11 of the British Wildlife Collection, due February from Bloomsbury, is Ants: The Ultimate Social Insects. The
British Entomological and Natural History Society has just published British Craneflies while the London Natural History Museum has just released the paperback of
The Inside Out of Flies. For lepidopterologists, there is a new instalment in the Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region
series, Satyrinae Part 6: Tribe Satyrini, Genus Karanasa. In the category of other invertebrate groups, Head of Zeus will publish the paperback of
The Book of the Earthworm in November.

For conservation biologists, we have four noteworthy titles to highlight this month. Oxford University Press will publish
Conserving the Oceans: The Politics of Large Marine Protected Areas this month, while Island Press will publish
Swamplands: Tundra Beavers, Quaking Bogs, and the Improbable World of Peat next month. Two books lined up for February 2022 are
Tickets for the Ark: From Wasps to Whales – How Do We Choose What to Save? from Profile Books and
The Conservation and Biogeography of Amphibians in the Caribbean from Pelagic Publishing, which is volume 9, part 5 in the Amphibian Biology series.

On the topic of climate change and other environmental issues, we have Earthshot: How to Save Our Planet, due this month from John Murray, and
Thicker Than Water: The Quest for Solutions to the Plastic Crisis, due next month from Island Press. Then there are two paperback
reissues: The Contamination of the Earth: A History of Pollutions in the Industrial Age, due November from MIT Press, and Naomi Klein's
How To Change Everything: The Young Human's Guide to Protecting the Planet and Each Other, due February from Penguin Books.

Readers interested in evolution and palaeontology can look forward to Drawing and Painting Dinosaurs: Using Art and Science to Bring the Past to Life from Crowood
Press in October and the paperback of Fossil Men: The Quest for the Oldest Skeleton and the Origins of Humankind due this month from William Morrow. Two other titles
to look out for next year are Otherlands: A World in the Making from Allen Lane and Explorers of Deep Time: Paleontologists and the History of Life from Columbia
University Press.

Finally, October will see the publication of Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio 31 from the London Natural History Museum and
Scientist: E. O. Wilson: A Life in Nature from Doubleday.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
The Fruit Fly Fauna (Diptera: Tephritidae: Dacinae) of Papua New Guinea, Indonesian
Papua, Associated Islands and Bougainville
Richard AI Drew(Author), Meredith C Romig(Author)
The book is a taxonomic treatise of the tropical fruit flies of Papua New Guinea, Indonesian
Papua, associated islands and Bougainville, the region of the world where speciation in the
sub-family Dacinae has been most prolific. The book aims to...

152 pages | illustrations | CABI Publishing

Hardback #254815 Jan-2022 9781789249514 £84.99

Microbial Diversity in Honeybees
Charles H Wick(Author), David A Wick(Author)
Honeybees are an important link in our food chain because they are major pollinators of food
crops. In recent years, honeybee populations have declined precipitously perhaps due to
changes in their microbiome. Microbial Diversity in Honeybees...

266 pages | 32 colour & 104 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254792 2021 9780367539382 £99.99

Winged Wonders of Argentina: Butterflies from the Puna to the Patagonia / Maravillas
Aladas de Argentina: Mariposas de la Puna a la Patagonia
Juan F Klimaitis(Author), Flavio N Moschione(Author), Cristian L Klimaitis(Author), Rosemary
Scoffield(Translated by)
This book is a photographic catalogue of more than 400 species of butterflies that inhabit a
diversity of natural and urban environments in Argentina. It includes butterflies that can be
observed in parks and home gardens, as well as on the outskirts...

259 pages | 470+ colour photos | Ecoval Ediciones

Paperback #254653 2018 9789874003218 £39.99

Fauna Sinica: Insecta, Volume 72: Hemiptera: Cicadellidae (IV): Evacanthinae [Chinese]
Li Zizhong(Author)
The taxonomic section of this volume describes four tribes, 49 genera and 299 species of the
leafhopper subfamily Evacanthinae from China. Among them, eight genera and 76 species are
new to science, two genera and one species are reported as new...

561 pages | 14 plates with colour photos; b/w line drawings | Science
Press

Hardback #254626 2020 9787030662545 £125.00

Fauna Sinica: Insecta, Volume 70: Hemiptera: Caliscelidae: Issidae [Chinese]
Zhang Yalin(Author), Che Yanli(Author)
This work deals with the Chinese fauna of two families of planthoppers, families Caliscelidae
and Issidae. It consists of two sections, a general section and a taxonomic section. The general
section introduces the historic review of classification,...

698 pages | 43 plates with colour photos; b/w line drawings | Science
Press

Hardback #254627 2020 9787030662170 £130.00
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Uruguayan Seashells / Moluscos Marinos de Argentina Uruguay y Brasil
Daniel Forcelli(Author), Tito Narosky(Author)
This attractive identification guide written by Daniel Forcelli and Tito Narosky is intended for
naturalists, travellers, scientists or fans of collecting snails, bivalves and other molluscs. It
includes 852 species (569 described) found in...

272 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Vazquez Mazzini Editores

Paperback #254633 2015 9789879132470 £54.99

Butterflies of Argentina: Identification Guide / Mariposas de Argentina: Guía de
Identificación
Juan F Klimaitis(Author), Ezequiel O Núñez Bustos(Author), Cristian L Klimaitis(Author),
Roberto M Güller(Author)
This large-format (24 × 34 cm), monumental bilingual English-Spanish work is the only guide
to identifying all diurnal butterflies in Argentina and neighbouring countries, and in the
Neotropics in general. This large-format book is essential...

327 pages | 4000+ colour photos, colour distribution maps | Vazquez
Mazzini Editores

Paperback #254646 2018 9789879132593 £115.00

Marine Molluscs of French Polynesia / Mollusques Marins de Polynésie Française
Michel Boutet(Author), Robert Gourguet(Author), Jean Letourneux(Author), Nabila Gaertner-
Mazouni(Contributor)
This 768-page bilingual French/English work is the result of several years of surveying and
research by the authors. With more than 3,000 named species listed, of which 2,540 are
illustrated, it presents most marine molluscs observed to date in the...

768 pages | colour photos | Au Vent Des Iles

Hardback #254661 2020 9782367342467 £150.00

Honey Bees
Jürgen Tautz(Author), Ingo Arndt(Photographer)
Bees are a symbol of nature conservation. People all over the world are studying their fate and
the threats posed to them by human activity and biodiversity loss. This is a stunning
photographic record captures for the first time the unique way of...

192 pages | colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #254606 Oct-2021 9780565095277 £24.99

Recent Advances in Freshwater Crustacean Biodiversity and Conservation
Tadashi Kawai(Editor), D Christopher Rogers(Editor)
Recent Advances in Freshwater Crustacean Biodiversity and Conservation focuses on minor
crustacean groups and regionally endemic groups, all from freshwaters. Chapters in this book
cover crustaceans such as Maxillopods, Mysids, Cumaceans, Isopods,...

518 pages | 98 colour & 66 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254703 2021 9780367443504 £180.00

Edible Insects of the World
Jun Mitsuhashi(Author)
The first book on entomophagy written in this manner, Edible Insects of the World is an
enumeration of 2,141 species of edible insects. For the reader's convenience, insect names
are arranged much like a dictionary, first by taxonomic group and...

286 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Productivity Press

Paperback #254489 2021 9780367782900 £42.99
Hardback #231499 2016 9781498756570 £150.00

Lyme
The First Epidemic of Climate Change
Mary Beth Pfeiffer(Author)
Lyme disease is spreading rapidly around the globe as ticks move into places they could not
survive before. The first epidemic to emerge in the era of climate change, the disease infects
half a million people in the US and Europe each year, and...

288 pages | no illustrations | Island Press

Paperback #254720 Jan-2022 9781642832471 £15.99
Hardback #241705 2018 9781610918442 £20.99

Biology and Evolution of the Mollusca, Volume 2
Winston Frank Ponder(Author), David R Lindberg(Author), Juliet Mary Ponder(Illustrator)
Molluscs comprise the second-largest phylum of animals (after arthropods), occurring in
virtually all habitats. Some are commercially important, a few are pests and some carry
diseases, while many non-marine molluscs are threatened by human impacts...

870 pages | 250 colour & 993 b/w photos and illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254827 Sep-2021 9781032173542 £42.99
Hardback #249230 2020 9780815361848 £175.00

Biology and Evolution of the Mollusca, Volume 1
Winston Frank Ponder(Author), David R Lindberg(Author), Juliet Mary Ponder(Illustrator)
Molluscs comprise the second-largest phylum of animals (after arthropods), occurring in
virtually all habitats. Some are commercially important, a few are pests and some carry
diseases, while many non-marine molluscs are threatened by human impacts...

900 pages | 303 colour & 18 b/w photos and illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254826 Sep-2021 9781032176604 £42.99
Hardback #249229 2019 9780815361695 £175.00

Nymphalidae Part 2 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region)
Tribe Argynnini: Boloria, Proclossiana, Clossiana
Vasily K Tuzov(Author), Gian Cristoforo Bozano(Author)
Nymphalidae Part 2 deals with Tribe Argynnini, genera: Boloria, Proclossiana, and
Clossiana.From the foreword:"Unlike the large fritillaries, covered in a previous part of this
series (Tuzov, 2003), genera Boloria, Proclossiana and Clossiana...

72 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Omnes Artes

Paperback #254839 2021 £34.99

Polyembryonic Insects
An Extreme Clonal Reproductive Strategy
Kikuo Iwabuchi(Author)
This book provides an overview of our current understanding of polyembryony in insects, a
reproductive strategy by which individual insects might produce up to a thousand identical
clones during reproduction. The study of polyembronic insects has...

197 pages | 23 colour & 14 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254779 2021 9789811509605 £99.99
Hardback #249111 2020 9789811509575 £129.99

The Inside Out of Flies
Erica McAlister(Author)
Read our author interviewThe Inside Out of Flies is a look under the bonnet at the astonishing
mechanics of fly anatomy. Erica McAlister reveals the engineering miracles embodied in each
species of fly and some of the fascinating implications they...

288 pages | 80+ colour & b/w photos | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #254575 2021 9780565095260 £9.99
Hardback #248148 2020 9780565094898 £14.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

The Bee Bible
50 Ways to Keep Bees Buzzing
Sally Coulthard(Author)
Did you know, as bees get older they become more forgetful? Or that the bee hive is a
masterclass is matriarchal living? Ever wondered just how fast a bee can fly? Or just how much
honey a bee can make in its little life? Is really true that, if bees...

132 pages | b/w illustrations | Head of Zeus

Paperback #254730 Nov-2021 9781800249950 £9.99
Hardback #248400 2019 9781788545815 £9.99

Biology and Ecology of Venomous Marine Cnidarians
Ramasamy Santhanam(Author)
Seas and oceans cover 71% of the earth's surface and they are home to 80% of all life found
on the planet. Among the different components of marine life, the phylum Cnidaria (formerly
Coelenterata) has been reported to be responsible for more...

343 pages | 189 colour & 41 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254754 2021 £109.99
Hardback #250182 2020 9789811516023 £149.99

Crinoid Feeding Strategies
New Insights From Subsea Video And Time-Lapse
David Meyer(Author), Margaret Veitch(Author), Charles G Messing(Author), Angela
Stevenson(Author)
Modern videography provides an ever-widening window into subsea echinoderm life with vast
potential for new knowledge. Supported by video evidence throughout, this Element begins
with time-lapse video made in 1983 on film, using an off-the-shelf...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254556 2021 9781108810074 £14.99

The Jacques Plante Noctuidae Collection / La Collection Jacques Plante Noctuidae,
Volume 1: Noctuinae and Hadeninae
François Aulombard(Author), Bernard Landry(Author), Philippe Lopes-Curval(Author), Gábor
Ronkay(Author), László Ronkay(Author), Zoltán Varga(Author)
Jacques Plante (1920-2003) achieved outstanding success both as a songwriter and a noctuid
expert. Through his collecting efforts and acquisitions, he built the largest private collection of
Noctuidae of the Palearctic and Oriental regions of the...

349 pages | 147 plates with colour photos, 54 plates with b/w photos |
Heterocera Press

Hardback #254482 2021 9786155279102 £155.00

Satyrinae Part 6 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region)
Tribe Satyrini, Genus Karanasa
Gian Cristoforo Bozano(Author), Sergei V Churkin(Author), Wolfgang Eckweiler(Author), Seiji
Sakai(Author), Vanessa Verdecia(Author)
This is the first comprehensive book about the butterfly genus Karanasa, coming up 70 years
after Avinoff & Sweadner’s revision. This book represents a team effort from top specialists
from all around the world.

105 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, b/w line drawings,
colour distribution maps | Omnes Artes

Paperback #254559 2021 9788887989250 £34.99

Ants
The Ultimate Social Insects
Richard Jones(Author)
Ants are everywhere, though they are small, secretive, easily overlooked and usually
misunderstood. But these seemingly puny insects have a superpower that makes them
amongst the most important organisms on the planet – what they lack in size...

368 pages | 250 colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #254267 Feb-2022 9781472964861 £32.99

Echinoderm Morphological Disparity
Methods, Patterns, and Possibilities
Bradley Deline(Author)
The quantification of morphology through time is a vital tool in elucidating macroevolutionary
patterns. Studies of disparity require intense effort but can provide insights beyond those
gained using other methodologies. Over the last several...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254569 2021 9781108794749 £14.99

Insect Diapause
David L Denlinger(Author)
Our highly seasonal world restricts insect activity to brief portions of the year. This feature
necessitates a sophisticated interpretation of seasonal changes and enactment of mechanisms
for bringing development to a halt and then reinitiating it...

500 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254035 Jan-2022 9781108497527 £59.99

Encyclopedia of Scale Insect Pests
Takumasa Kondo(Editor), Gillian W Watson(Editor)
Scale insects feed on plant juices and can easily be transported to new countries on live plants.
They sometimes become invasive pests, costing billions of dollars in damage to crops
worldwide annually. Farmers try to control them with toxic...

800 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | CABI Publishing

Hardback #253962 Jan-2022 9781800620643 £250.00

The Book of the Earthworm
Sally Coulthard(Author)
For Charles Darwin – who estimated every acre of land contained 53,000 earthworms – the
humble earthworm was the most important creature on the planet. And yet, most people know
almost nothing about these little engineers of the earth. We...

138 pages | b/w illustrations | Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Paperback #254645 Nov-2021 9781838939601 £9.99
Hardback #250623 2021 9781789544756 £12.99

British Craneflies
Alan E Stubbs(Author)
British Craneflies is a guide to the identification and natural history of 350 species in six
families of cranefly (Tipulidae, Pediciidae, Limoniidae, Cylindrotomidae and the less closely
related Trichoceridae and Ptychopteridae). Alan Stubbs...

497 pages | 32 plates with colour photos, 29 plates with b/w line
drawings; b/w line drawings | British Entomological and Natural History
Society

Hardback #254596 2021 9781899935093 £35.99

The Ogooué Delta
Jean Pierre Vande Weghe(Editor), Tariq Stévart(Editor)
Located in a sparsely populated stretch of wetland in the coastal West African nation of Gabon,
the Ogooué is among the most well-preserved of the continent's major river deltas. Home to
large populations of hippopotamuses, manatees,...

328 pages | colour photos, colour maps, colour tables | Missouri
Botanical Garden Press

Paperback #254560 Oct-2021 9781935641223 £150.00
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Natural History

Swamplands
Tundra Beavers, Quaking Bogs, and the Improbable World of Peat
Edward Struzik(Author)
In a world filled with breathtaking beauty, we have often overlooked the elusive charm and
magic of certain landscapes. A cloudy river flows into a verdant Arctic wetland where sandhill
cranes and muskoxen dwell. Further south, cypress branches hang...

256 pages | 8 photos, 7 illustrations | Island Press

Paperback #254717 Oct-2021 9781642830804 £19.99

Tropical Peatland Eco-Management
Mitsuru Osaki(Editor), Nobuyuki Tsuji(Editor), Nazir Foead(Editor), Jack Rieley(Editor)
In this book, eco-management is introduced as an abbreviated term of "ecology-based
management for natural capital enhancement". The key concept of eco-management is derived
from the editors' previous book: Tropical Peatland...

817 pages | 259 colour & 85 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254734 2021 9789813346536 £129.99

Caves and Karst of Turkey, Volume 1
History, Archaeology and Caves
Ali Yamaç(Author), Eric Gilli(Author), Ezgi Tok(Author), Koray Törk(Author)
This book comprehensively reviews the historical background of speleology and cave research
in the contexts of archaeology and natural sciences. It also offers a summary of selected topics
related to the karstic terrain of Turkey. Covering 40 % of...

108 pages | 60 colour & 39 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254739 2021 9783030655006 £109.99

The Secret Life of an Arable Field
Sophie McCallum(Author)
The Secret Life of an Arable Field looks at the ecosystem of an arable field, complete with
photographs from crops, trees, hedgerows and wildflowers, to the wide variety of animals,
farmland birds, insects, butterflies and moths that they support;...

256 pages | 120 colour photos | White Owl (Pen & Sword imprint)

Hardback #254631 Sep-2021 9781526788443 £29.99

Mountain Landscapes in Transition
Effects of Land Use and Climate Change
Udo Schickhoff(Editor), RB Singh(Editor), Suraj Mal(Editor)
This book compiles available knowledge of the response of mountain ecosystems to recent
climate and land-use change and intends to bridge the gap between science, policy and the
community concerned.The chapters present key concepts, major drivers and...

656 pages | 240 colour & 43 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254788 Nov-2021 9783030702373 £129.99

The Urban Forest
Cultivating Green Infrastructure for People and the Environment
David Pearlmutter(Editor), Carlo Calfapietra(Editor), Roeland Samson(Editor), Liz
O'Brien(Editor), Silvija Krajter Ostoić(Editor), Giovanni Sanesi(Editor), Rocío Alonso del
Amo(Editor)
This book focuses on urban "green infrastructure" – the interconnected web of vegetated
spaces like street trees, parks and peri-urban forests that provide essential ecosystem services
in cities. The green infrastructure approach...

351 pages | 75 colour photos and colour illustrations, 4 b/w illustrations,
10 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #254701 2018 9783319843650 £79.99
Hardback #239454 2017 9783319502793 £109.99

The Trees of North America
Michaux and Redoute's American Masterpiece
François-André Michaux(Illustrator), Thomas Nuttall(Illustrator), Gregory Long(Foreword By),
Susan M Fraser(Preface By), Marta McDowell(Introduction By), David Allen Sibley(Afterword
by)
François-André Michaux (1770-1855) was a French botanist whose work on the trees of North
America gave the world's first illustrated account of American trees east of the Mississippi.
From 1841 to 1849 the English botanist and one...

392 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Abbeville Press

Hardback #230114 2017 9780789212764 £35.99
Hardback #254518 2021 9780789214027 £9.99

Margaret Flockton
A Fragrant Memory
Louise Wilson(Author), Margaret Flockton(Illustrator)
In 1894, a shy young Englishwoman dazzled the art world with her first exhibited work in New
South Wales. Her name was Margaret Flockton, and she would go on to become Australia's
first and most celebrated professional botanical artist. Her...

305 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Wakefield
Press

Paperback #254599 2021 9781743058459 £59.99

National Trail Guides: South West Coast Path - Falmouth to Exmouth
Roland Tarr(Author)
The longest of Britain’s National Trails, the South West Coast Path follows the stunning
coastline for 630 miles around the southernmost tip of England, from Somerset all the way to
Dorset.This newly revised and updated volume covers the third...

168 pages | maps | Aurum Press

Paperback #254546 2018 9781781315798 £14.99

Digital Macro & Close-up Photography
Ross Hoddinott(Author)
See the world from a totally new viewpoint with this comprehensive guide to close-up and
macro photography. From guidance on choosing cameras, lenses and accessories, to advice
on lighting, exposure, shutter speed, composition and post-production...

192 pages | 200 colour photos | Ammonite Press

Paperback #254695 2021 9781781454435 £16.99

Above the Treeline
A Guide to the Plants and Animals of Alpine New Zealand
Alan F Mark(Author)
Above the Treeline is an essential publication for anyone interested in the natural world of
alpine New Zealand, a guide not only to the plants, but also the ferns, mosses, lichen,
invertebrates, birds and lizards that occupy these rich and diverse...

444 pages | 1200+ colour photos | Potton & Burton (formerly Craig
Potton)

Hardback #254729 Oct-2021 9781988550114 £110.00
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National Geographic Guide to National Parks of the United States
National Geographic(Author), Phil Schermeister(Illustrator)
There's simply no better getaway in the United States than a visit to one of the country's 62
national parks from Alaska to the Virgin Islands, from Maine to America Samoa. Profiled in this
all-new ninth edition of National Geographic's...

528 pages | 300+ colour photos, 80 colour maps | National Geographic
Society

Paperback #254757 2021 9781426221668 £18.99
Paperback #228197 2016 9781426216510 £18.99

Chris Packham's Nature Handbook
Explore the Wonders of the Natural World
Chris Packham(Author)
Chris Packham will pass on his passion for nature and make you an enthusiastic and
knowledgeable amateur naturalistChris Packham's Nature Handbook reveals how easy it is to
enjoy and learn about plants, animals, habitats, and ecological...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254654 Mar-2022 9780241539286 £16.99

The Cloud Book
How to Understand the Skies
Richard Hamblyn(Author), The Met Office(Foreword By)
Learn how to understand the skies with this comprehensive cornerstone guide to
cloudspotting.Clouds have been the object of fascination throughout history, their fleeting
magnificence and endless variability providing food for thought for scientists...

176 pages | 155 colour photographs | David & Charles

Paperback #254634 Oct-2021 9781446308905 £12.99

Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin
Patterns, Proteins and Peace: A Life in Science
Georgina Ferry(Author)
The definitive biography of chemist Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin, the only British woman to win a
Nobel prize in the sciences to date.Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin (1910–1994) was passionate in
her quest to understand the molecules of the living body....

560 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Bloomsbury Reader
(Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #254725 2019 9781448217601 £12.99

Republic of Zambia: South Luangwa National Park Map: Vegetation and Tourist Map
WL Astle(Author)
Reannouncing: originally designed by the late Bill Astle, a biologist working with the National
Parks & Wildlife Department, this map has been unavailable for years but is back in print.The
Chipembele Wildlife Education Trust in Zambia has...

2 pages | Maps, col & b/w photos | Chipembele Wildlife Education Trust

Map #149536 2004 £7.99

Steep Trails
John Muir(Author)
A collection of essays exploring 29 years of beloved naturalist John Muir's life as he explored
the West.Considered one of the patron saints of twentieth-century environmental activity, John
Muir's appeal to modern readers is that he not only...

224 pages | Gibbs M. Smith Inc

Hardback #254507 2021 9781423653738 £12.99

The Five Acre Forest
Trish Nicholson(Author)
Planting a tree is an act of faith, an expression of hope. The Five Acre Forest inspires that
hope. In transit from the globe-trotting life of an aid worker, Trish Nicholson came upon an
eroded dune beside a lake in New Zealand's far north and...

256 pages | Matador

Paperback #254659 Sep-2021 9781800464872 £10.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio 31
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Editor)
This commemorative portfolio displays the gallery of all the 100 pictures awarded in the 2021
Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition, together with the stories of what they reveal and
how they were created. Representing the work of...

160 pages | colour & b/w photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #254656 Oct-2021 9780565095208 £24.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Highlights, Volume 7
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Editor)
The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the most famous and prestigious event of
its kind in the world. It provides both an inspiring annual catalogue of the wonders of nature
and a thought-provoking look at our complex relationship with...

96 pages | colour & b/w photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #254655 Dec-2021 9780565095215 £6.99

Archaeologies of Animal Movement
Animals on the Move
Anna-Kaisa Salmi(Editor), Sirpa Niinimäki(Editor)
This book presents the state-of-the art in the analysis of animal movements in the past and its
implications for human societies. It also addresses the importance of animal activity and
mobility for understanding past human societies and past...

106 pages | 19 colour & 22 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254756 2021 9783030687434 £79.99

London Clay
Journeys in the Deep City
Tom Chivers(Author)
What secrets lie beneath a city?Tom Chivers follows hidden pathways, explores lost islands
and uncovers the geological mysteries that burst up through the pavement and bubble to the
surface of our streets. From Roman ruins to a submerged playhouse,...

464 pages | b/w maps | Doubleday

Hardback #254722 Sep-2021 9780857526922 £19.99

Natural History Illustration in Pen and Ink
Combine Science with Art, and Journey Through Nature
Sarah Morrish(Author)
This beautiful book combines the author's extensive ecological knowledge with art and her
passion for drawing with ink. It is packed with clear instruction and inspirational illustrations
and will be treasured by artists, illustrators, scientists...

208 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Crowood Press

Paperback #254679 2021 9781785009228 £18.99
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The Return of the South Pole Sled Dogs
With Amundsen’s and Mawson’s Antarctic Expeditions
Mary R Tahan(Author)
This book documents the return of the surviving sled dogs of the Norwegian Antarctic
Expedition of 1910–1912 from Antarctica, where they had helped Roald Amundsen become
the first human to reach the South Pole. This book is the sequel to the...

467 pages | 46 colour & 43 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254738 2021 9783030651121 £27.99

A Path Through the Trees
Mary Sutherland – Forester, Botanist & Women’s Advocate
Vivien Edwards(Author)
In 1916 Mary Sutherland became the first woman forestry graduate in the world, graduating
from the University College of North Wales (now Bangor University). It was daring to take up a
male-only career in a time when women's contributions were...

202 pages | 90 b/w illustrations, 4 b/w maps | Writes Hill Press

Paperback #254705 2020 9780994149442 £33.99

A Field Guide to Larking
Beachcombing, Mudlarking, Fieldwalking and More
Lara Maiklem(Author)
A Field Guide to Larking is a practical, interactive and inspiring guide to 'larking' from the
bestselling author of Mudlarking.To lark is to get out and about, to explore the world around us
and to discover the little treasures hiding in...

256 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Flexibound #254771 2021 9781526634214 £14.99

A Short, Hopeful Guide to Climate Change
Oisín McGann(Author)
What is climate change? How can it be stopped? And what can young people do to help the
fight? Author Oisín McGann explains climate change science and encourages young people to
be part of positive change by getting involved in the global...

256 pages | Little Island Books

Paperback #254753 2021 9781912417742 £8.99

Family Wildlife Adventures
50 Breaks in Search of Britain's Wildlife
Will Gray(Author)
Connecting with nature. Back to the real world. That's what Family Wildlife Adventures is all
about.Family travel expert and father of two William Gray has your weekends and school
holidays sorted with exciting ideas for adventures by canoe,...

360 pages | colour photos, maps | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #254607 Oct-2021 9781784778422 £16.99

Wildwoods
The Magic of Ireland's Native Woodlands
Richard Nairn(Author)
Richard Nairn has spent a lifetime studying and learning from nature. When an opportunity
arose for him to buy a small woodland filled with mature native trees beside a fast-flowing river,
he set about understanding all its moods and seasons,...

336 pages | Gill & Macmillan

Paperback #254758 2020 9780717190218 £13.99

13 Ways to Eat a Fly
Sue Heavenrich(Author), David Clark(Illustrator)
Thirteen flies become tasty snacks in this clever reverse counting book about predators and
prey.Science meets subtraction in this fresh and funny STEM picture book. A swarm of thirteen
flies buzzes along, losing one member to each predator along the...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Charlesbridge Publishing Incorporated

Hardback #254741 2021 9781580898904 £13.99

The Forgotten Scientist
The Story of Saul Sithole
Lorato Trok(Author)
Unrecognised, ignored and forgotten. The Forgotten Scientist: The Story of Saul Sithole is the
untold story of a pioneering black scientist who made a great contribution to the fields of
anthropology and ornithology in South Africa. Saul Sithole was...

72 pages | Jacana Publishers

Paperback #254773 2021 9781431429899 £13.99

Light Rains Sometimes Fall
A British Year in Japan’s 72 Ancient Seasons
Lev Parikian(Author)
See the British year afresh as we follow twelve months via the traditional Japanese calendar of
seventy-two seasons: revealing the beauty of small and subtle changes with joy and verve.

272 pages | Elliott & Thompson

Hardback #254615 Sep-2021 9781783965779 £14.99

Indian Botanical Art
An Illustrated History
Martyn Rix(Author)
The book brings together and shows for the first time ever striking botanical art of Indian origin
spanning a period of three hundred years, focussing in particular on the 18th and 19th
centuries. Drawn mostly from original works held in the...

224 pages | 150 colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #254622 Oct-2021 9781842467220 £24.99

On Gallows Down
Place, Protest and Belonging
Nicola Chester(Author)
On Gallows Down is a book about hope – from the rewilding of Greenham Common after the
missiles left to how, as a new mother, Nicola walked the chalk hills to give her children roots,
teaching them names and waymarks to find their way home. It...

272 pages | Chelsea Green

Hardback #254587 Oct-2021 9781645021162 £19.99

Sky Time in Gray's River
Living for Keeps in a Forgotten Place
Robert Michael Pyle(Author)
Originally published in 2007 and long out of print, this classic of nature writing is being given a
new life in trade paperback with a new afterword by the author. An ecologist reflects on the
natural wonders of the Pacific Northwest as he describes...

288 pages | Counterpoint

Paperback #254532 2021 9781640092785 £14.99
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Look I'm an Ecologist
Cathriona Hickey(Author)
20 step-by-step eco-projects for budding preschool ecologists.Calling all young eco-warriors
and their parents. This fun and exciting book is filled with nature-themed eco-projects for
children. It's a gentle introduction to topical issues in the...

48 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254580 Sep-2021 9780241484326 £7.99

The Artist's Field Guide to Yellowstone
A Natural History by Greater Yellowstone's Artists and Writers
Katie Shepherd Christiansen(Editor)
The Artist's Field Guide to Yellowstone introduces readers to the wildlife of the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem through the works of fifty of the region's distinguished writers and
artists. This robust anthology of eclectic artwork and...

224 pages | colour illustrations | Trinity University Press

Hardback #254537 2021 9781595349491 £17.99

Patagonian Prehistory
Human Ecology and Cultural Evolution in the Land of Giants
Raven Garvey(Author)
Generally portrayed as a windswept wasteland of marginal use for human habitation,
Patagonia is an unmatched testing ground for some of the world's most important questions
about human ecology and cultural change. In Patagonian Prehistory,...

288 pages | University of Utah Press

Hardback #254490 2021 9781647690267 £63.95

DK Eyewitness Climate Change
John Woodward(Author)
A powerful look at one of the most important issues facing our world today – climate change.
This climate change book for children explores the past, present and future of our climate. Get
the facts and figures about how our planet's...

72 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254488 2021 9780241490358 £9.99

A Year Unfolding
A Beautifully Illustrated Guide to Nature through the Seasons
Angela Harding(Author)
We have a very limited number of bookplates signed by Angela, available while stocks lastA
beautifully illustrated guide to nature through the seasons by much-loved printmaker Angela
Harding. This stunning work is the first book that is solely...

192 pages | colour illustrations | Sphere Books

Hardback #254558 Nov-2021 9780751584332 £17.99

Scientist
E. O. Wilson: A Life in Nature
Richard Rhodes(Author)
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Making of the Atomic Bomb, a masterful, timely,
and fully authorized biography of the great and hugely influential Harvard biologist and
naturalist E. O. Wilson.Few biologists in the long history of that...

368 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos | Doubleday

Hardback #254593 Oct-2021 9780385545556 £24.99

The Last Straw
Zoe Matthiessen(Author)
This colourful adventure raises awareness of the impact of plastics upon nature and teaches
children how they can avoid contributing to the problem.Sippy, a plastic straw that was used
once and discarded, is concerned by his own existence when he...

32 pages | 32 colour illustrations | North Atlantic Books

Hardback #254793 2021 9781623174637 £14.99

Where the Wild Things Grow
A Forager's Guide to the Landscape
David Hamilton(Author)
Nestled by the roadside, peeking through the hedgerows, hidden in the woods and even in city
streets and parks, wild food is all around us – if you know where to look.From woodland
mushrooms and riverbank redcurrants to garden weeds and urban...

432 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #254806 2021 9781529351057 £19.99

Life as Entomologist
Studying Insects, Arachnids and Millipedes, and Other Stuff
Antonius van Harten(Author)
A fascinating record of the life of a Dutch entomologist, who worked on plant protection in a
range of countries including Angola, Turkey, Tunisia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Cape Verde
Islands and Fifi. Later Van Harten was contracted to make an...

96 pages | 105 colour illustrations | AMPYX-Verlag

Hardback #254804 2020 9783932795466 £55.99

Short-Tail the Leopard's Incredibly Useful Day [Arabic]
Julia Gray(Author), Tanya Brett(Illustrator)
Omani shepherds say that when the Arabian leopard hunts, he wraps his tail around a tree to
anchor himself as he leaps upon his prey. Short-Tail may have a beautiful spotty coat, sharp
claws and teeth, he can stalk and he can pounce, but can he...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Stacey International

Paperback #254811 2014 9781909022379 £6.99

Trees
Trees are more than just a feature of our natural landscape – they are essential to life on earth.
They provide shade, shelter and food for wildlife, they clean the air and their roots stabilize the
earth. Trees takes a closer look at some...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Hardback #254800 2021 9780241417218 £5.99

Sea Creatures
Amber Davenport(Author)
The ocean is the largest habitat on Earth. It covers over seventy per cent of the planet's surface
and is home to over 200,000 animal species. Sea Creatures takes readers from the coastline to
the ocean depths. In this book, you'll visit...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Hardback #254799 2021 9780241417072 £5.99

Insects and Minibeasts
Amber Davenport(Illustrator)
Insects belong to one of the largest animal groups of the animal kingdom. There are over a
million different insect species all over the world. Insects and Minibeasts takes a closer look at
some of the most amazing minibeasts and intriguing insects...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Hardback #254798 2021 9780241417034 £5.99
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Reference

Baby Animals
Stephanie Fizer Coleman(Illustrator)
In the animal kingdom, the first year of life can be the most difficult and the most dangerous.
Baby animals grow and change every day and have to learn quickly in order to survive. Baby
Animals shows readers the amazing and unique ways babies are...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Hardback #254797 2021 9780241416907 £5.99

Animal Habitats
Ayang Cempaka(Author)
The natural home of an animal is known as its habitat and animals have adapted to live and
survive in different environments around the world – from the marshlands of England to the
outback of Australia. Animal Habitats takes readers from the...

48 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Hardback #254796 2021 9780241416860 £5.99

Summertime Sleepers
Animals That Estivate
Melissa Stewart(Author), Sarah S Brannen(Illustrator)
Everyone knows about animals that hibernate in the winter. But it's time to discover animals
that sleep all summer long.All science classrooms discuss animals that hibernate during winter
months, but few know about animals that estivate – a...

40 pages | colour illustrations | Charlesbridge Publishing Incorporated

Hardback #254795 2021 9781580897167 £13.99

The Wild World Handbook
How Adventurers, Artists, Scientists – And You – Can Protect Earth's Habitats
Andrea Debbink(Author), Asia Orlando(Illustrator)
Packed with real-life tales of adventure, breathtaking illustrations, and practical tools, The Wild
World Handbook is an inspiring guide for the next generation of climate activists,
conservationists, and nature lovers.The wonder of the natural world...

176 pages | colour illustrations | Quirk Books

Paperback #254794 2021 9781683692461 £15.99

Tuning into Nature
A Personal Journey
Andy Rouse(Author), Chris Packham(Foreword By)
Tuning into Nature is the story of a very personal experience undertaken by professional
wildlife photographer Andy Rouse. Like many, when the world changed in March 2020 Andy
found himself struggling, not only with the huge changes affecting the...

216 pages | colour photos | Electric Squirrel Publishing [C]

Paperback #254821 2021 9780956457547 £29.99

What it's Like to be a Bird
Tim Birkhead(Author), Catherine Rayner(Illustrator)
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to fly? Or to live high in the treetops? Or perhaps
you've wondered what birds do when no one is looking?Birds have some of the most
extraordinary – and peculiar – behaviours on the planet....

48 pages | colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #254823 2021 9781526604125 £12.99

Namib
The Archaeology of an African Desert
John Kinahan(Author)
This is a story of human survival over the last one million years in the Namib Desert – one of
the most hostile environments on Earth. Namib reveals the resilience and ingenuity of desert
communities and provides a vivid picture of our...

544 pages | illustrations | James Currey

Hardback #254831 1970 9781847012883 £74.99

Mistletoe Winter
Roy Dennis(Author)
Mistletoe Winter is a collection of essays on our environment, nature and wildlife, covering
biodiversity, habitat conservation, rewilding and individual species.As in his companion
volume, Cottongrass Summer, Roy Dennis balances his alarm at the...

240 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Paperback #254840 Oct-2021 9781913393250 £12.99

Applied Statistics with R
A Practical Guide for the Life Sciences
Justin C Touchon(Author)
The statistical analyses that students of the life sciences are being expected to perform are
becoming increasingly advanced. Whether at the undergraduate, graduate, or post-graduate
level, this book provides the tools needed to properly analyze your...

336 pages | 80 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254780 2021 9780198869337 £32.50
Hardback #254781 2021 9780198869979 £64.99

Preparing Dinosaurs
The Work behind the Scenes
Caitlin Donahue Wylie(Author)
An investigation of the work and workers in fossil preparation labs reveals the often
unacknowledged creativity and problem-solving on which scientists rely.Those awe-inspiring
dinosaur skeletons on display in museums do not spring fully assembled...

264 pages | 13 illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #254814 2021 9780262542678 £64.99

Integrated Population Models
Theory and Ecological Applications with R and JAGS
Michael Schaub(Author), Marc Kéry(Author)
Integrated Population Models: Theory and Ecological Applications with R and JAGS is the first
book on integrated population models, which constitute a powerful framework for combining
multiple data sets from the population and the individual levels...

436 pages | ~225 colour & b/w illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #254843 Nov-2021 9780323908108 £95.95

Cosmic Messengers
The Limits of Astronomy in an Unruly Universe
Martin Harwit(Author)
Martin Harwit, author of the influential book Cosmic Discovery, asks key questions about the
scope of observational astronomy. Humans have long sought to understand the world we
inhabit. Recent realization of how our unruly Universe distorts...

396 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254784 2021 9781108842440 £29.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Introduction to Data Science
Data Analysis and Prediction Algorithms with R
Rafael A Irizarry(Author)
Introduction to Data Science: Data Analysis and Prediction Algorithms with R introduces
concepts and skills that can help you tackle real-world data analysis challenges. It covers
concepts from probability, statistical inference, linear regression,...

743 pages | illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254776 2019 9780367357986 £74.99

Getting to the Heart of Science Communication
A Guide to Effective Engagement
Faith Kearns(Author), Eric Holthaus(Foreword By)
At a community fire day in a northern California town several years ago, author Faith Kearns
gave a talk on building fire-safe houses able to withstand increasingly common wildfires. Much
to her surprise, Kearns was confronted by an audience member...

288 pages | Island Press

Paperback #254617 2021 9781642830743 £22.99

Science Learning, Science Teaching
Jerry Wellington(Author), Gren Ireson(Author)
Now fully updated in its fourth edition, Science Learning, Science Teaching offers an
accessible, practical guide to creative classroom teaching and a comprehensive introduction to
contemporary issues in science education. Aiming to encourage and...

311 pages | 55 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, tables | Routledge

Paperback #254708 2017 9781138654105 £34.99
Hardback #254709 2017 9781138654099 £150.00

Planetary Systems: A Very Short Introduction
Raymond T Pierrehumbert(Author)
Not long ago, the Solar System was the only example of a planetary system – a star and the
bodies orbiting it – that we knew. Now, we know thousands of planetary systems, and have
even been able to observe planetary systems at the moment...

120 pages | 13 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254763 Dec-2021 9780198841128 £8.99

Powerful Ideas of Science and How to Teach Them
Jasper Green(Author)
A bullet dropped and a bullet fired from a gun will reach the ground at the same time. Plants
get the majority of their mass from the air around them, not the soil beneath them. A
smartphone is made from more elements than you. Every day, science...

214 pages | 63 b/w illustrations, tables | Routledge

Paperback #254713 2020 9780367188689 £19.99
Hardback #254714 2020 9780367188658 £120.00

Micro Life
Miracles of the Miniature World Revealed
Chris Packham(Foreword By)
Explore the everyday miracle of the microscopic worldWith spectacular macro photography
and microscope images, this book reveals a hidden, living world full of intricate structures
beyond the naked eye. Included are the tiniest insects and spiders,...

336 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254619 Oct-2021 9780241412756 £29.99

Good Practice in Science Teaching
What Research Has to Say
Jonathan Osborne(Editor), Justin Dillon(Editor)
This new edition of Good Practice in Science Teaching offers a comprehensive overview of the
major areas of research and scholarship in science education.Each chapter summarizes the
research work and evidence in the field, and discusses its...

256 pages | Open University Press

Paperback #254715 2010 9780335238583 £28.99

Everything Is Natural
Exploring How Chemicals Are Natural, How Nature Is Chemical and Why That Should Excite
Us
James Kennedy(Author)
Since the early 1990s, advances in toxicology have allowed scientists to detect traces of
adulterant substances in everyday products – even down to parts per billion concentrations.
We can now detect the presence of harmful ingredients at...

168 pages | Royal Society of Chemistry

Paperback #254666 2021 9781839162404 £19.99

Atlas of Yellowstone
W Andrew Marcus(Author), James E Meacham(Author), Ann W Rodman(Author), Alethea Y
Steingisser(Author), Justin T Menke(Author), Ross West(Editor)
The second edition of the award-winning Atlas of Yellowstone contains 50% new material,
making it the authoritative reference for the world's first national park on its 150th
anniversary.The publication of the Atlas of Yellowstone, second edition...

366 pages | 155 colour photos , 293 illustrations, 567 colour maps |
University of California Press

Hardback #253521 Feb-2022 9780520379770 £49.99

One of Ten Billion Earths
How we Learn about our Planet's Past and Future from Distant Exoplanets
Karel Schrijver(Author)
Illustrated with breathtaking images of the Solar System and of the Universe around it, One of
Ten Billion Earths explores how the discoveries within the Solar System and of exoplanets far
beyond it come together to help us understand the...

480 pages | 30 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254808 2021 9780192845337 £12.99
Hardback #242470 2018 9780198799894 £24.99

So Simple a Beginning
How Four Physical Principles Shape Our Living World
Raghuveer Parthasarathy(Author)
The form and function of a sprinting cheetah are quite unlike those of a rooted tree. A human
being is very different from a bacterium or a zebra. The living world is a realm of dazzling
variety, yet a shared set of physical principles shapes the...

320 pages | 119 colour illustrations, 1 table | Princeton University Press

Hardback #253489 Feb-2022 9780691200408 £27.99

Anglo-Russkii / Russko-Angliiskii Ekologicheskii Slovar'-Spravochnik [English-Russian
/ Russian-English Environmental Science Dictionary]
A Kamnev(Author), B Kochurov(Author), E Istomina(Author)
This dictionary covers about 10,000 terms.

384 pages | Narodnoe Obrasovanie

Hardback #254500 2018 9785914471900 £120.00
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Our Wild World
From the Birds and Bees to Our Boglands and the Ice Caps
Éanna Ní Lamhna(Author)
Wildlife expert Eanna Ni Lamhna takes us on a tour of all things to do with our wonderful
natural world: from a celebration of our fascinating birds and bees, and their powers of
migration and pollination, to the thorny challenges of our time, such...

176 pages | O'Brien Press

Paperback #254492 2021 9781788492331 £15.99

Flowers in a Thorn Tree
On the Road with the Warriors for Peace and Wildlife
Steven Thackston(Author), Peter Martell(Introduction By)
Flowers in a Thorn Tree is the story of wildlife conservation in Northern Kenya. Over three
years, Thackston made several trips to Kenya, whereupon he would imbed with ranger units of
the Northern Rangelands Trust. They're known as the Warriors...

164 pages | colour photos | Damiani Editore

Hardback #254520 2021 9788862087407 £64.99

Confessions of an Animal Rights Terrorist
Karen Levenson(Author)
A searing memoir of an animal rights campaigner's effort to stop Canada's seal hunt, while
handling domestic abuse and her partner's long-term illness.When two government agents
asked Karen Levenson whether she knew any terrorists or was...

288 pages | Lantern Books

Paperback #254521 Sep-2021 9781590566213 £17.99

Animals’ Best Friends
Putting Compassion to Work for Animals in Captivity and in the Wild
Barbara J King(Author)
As people come to understand more about animals' inner lives – the intricacies of their
thoughts and the emotions that are expressed every day by whales and cows, octopus and
mice, even bees – we feel a growing compassion, a desire to...

280 pages | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #254524 2021 9780226601489 £19.99

Tickets for the Ark
From Wasps to Whales – How Do We Choose What to Save?
Rebecca Nesbit(Author)
Our planet hasn't seen the current rate of extinction since the demise of the dinosaurs 65
million years ago, and global conservation efforts are failing to halt this. As a society, we face
choices that will determine the fate of Earth's...

288 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #253855 Feb-2022 9781788167079 £12.99

Earthshot
How to Save Our Planet
Colin Butfield(Author), Jonnie Hughes(Author), HRH Prince William(Introduction By)
As Prince William, founder of The Earthshot Prize, said, ‘The Earth is at a tipping point and we
face a stark choice: either we continue as we are and irreparably damage our planet, or we
remember our unique power as human beings and our...

352 pages | colour photos | John Murray

Hardback #254499 Sep-2021 9781529388626 £17.99

Conserving the Oceans
The Politics of Large Marine Protected Areas
Justin Alger(Author)
Large marine protected areas (MPAs) have emerged since the mid-2000s as a popular state
response to overfishing, land run-off, and climate change causing the decline of the world's
oceans. As of 2020, there were more than 14,000 MPAs in the...

240 pages | illustrations, tables | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254547 2021 9780197540534 £47.99

Bring the Wild into Your Garden
Simple Tips for Creating a Wildlife Haven
Annie Burdick(Author)
Whether you long to see butterflies flit across your flowerbeds or hear birdsong all year round,
there's something endlessly rewarding about playing host to wildlife. With practical projects
and helpful tips for gardens big and small, Bring the...

144 pages | colour photos | Summersdale

Hardback #254491 2021 9781787836679 £12.99

Reconciling Human Needs and Conserving Biodiversity: Large Landscapes as a New
Conservation Paradigm
The Lake Tumba, Democratic Republic of Congo
Bila-Isia Inogwabini(Author)
Protected areas have often been defined as the backbones of biodiversity conservation.
However, legitimate demands formulated by countries for their economic development, growing
human populations, forest fragmentations, and needs of local...

382 pages | 5 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254789 2021 9783030387303 £99.99
Hardback #251753 2020 9783030387273 £139.99

Achieving Biodiversity Protection in Megadiverse Countries
A Comparative Assessment of Australia and Brazil
Paul Martin(Editor), Márcia Dieguez Leuzinger(Editor), Solange Teles da Silva(Editor), Gabriel
Leuzinger Coutinho(Editor)
This volume systematically analyses why legal doctrines for the protection of biodiversity are
not sufficiently effective. It examples implementation in Australia and Brazil, two megadiverse
countries with very differing legal and cultural traditions...

274 pages | 12 b/w illustrations, tables | Routledge

Paperback #254828 Dec-2021 9781032172910 £36.99
Hardback #251250 2020 9780367265274 £120.00

China's Red List of Biodiversity: Vertebrates, Volume 4: Amphibians (2-Volume Set)
Jiang Jianping(Editor)
This red data book is divided into two parts: the general theory and the individual entries. The
general introduction introduces the evolutionary history and status of amphibians, their
diversity and protection status in China, the classification...

Science Press

Hardback #254567 2021 9787030692368 £395.00

Why Biodiversity Loss Is Not a Disaster
Bas Haring(Author)
From the publisher's blurb:"Each year, climate change drives more and more species extinct,
leaving many fearful for the fate of the planet. Why Biodiversity Loss Is Not a Disaster calms
such fears: we have no reason to believe fewer species...

88 pages | Leiden University Press

Paperback #254696 2020 9789087283537 £13.50
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Ornithology

Wild Life Management without Tears
True Story of Mowgli & the Area of the Jungle Book
Ram Gopal Soni(Author)
Pench Tiger Reserve, which straddles across two Indian states, Madhya Pradesh and
Maharashtra, has been a sanctuary since 1977, a national park since 1983, and a tiger reserve
since 1992. It has not been very popular with tourists and few people are...

156 pages | 65 plates with colour photos | Ram Gopal Soni

Paperback #254625 2019 9789389147285 £105.00

Aurochs and Auks
Essays on Mortality and Extinction
John Burnside(Author)
Aurochs and Auks is a deeply moving and intelligent meditation on the natural processes of
death and extinction, renewal and continuity. Prompted by his own near-death in a time of
pandemic, John Burnside explores the history of the auroch (Bos...

200 pages | Little Toller Books

Paperback #254737 Oct-2021 9781908213891 £13.99

Faunal Diversity of Biogeographic Zones: Coasts of India
Kailash Chandra(Author), C Raghunathan(Author), Tamal Mondal(Author)
Coasts are transition zones between land and sea and coastal ecosystems that provide a wide
spectrum of goods and services in terms of biological, ecological, and commercial aspects.
The geomorphology of Indian coastal areas consists of 43% sandy,...

807 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Zoological Survey of India

Hardback #254760 2020 9788181715432 £140.00

Flames of Extinction
The Race to Save Australia's Threatened Wildlife
John Pickrell(Author)
In the early months of 2020, the world's attention was riveted on Australia, where the nation's
iconic wildlife fought for survival in the face of unprecedented wildfires. Images of koalas
drinking from firefighters' water bottles went...

296 pages | Island Press

Paperback #254719 Sep-2021 9781642832020 £22.99

Animal Vegetable Criminal
When Nature Breaks the Law
Mary Roach(Author)
What's to be done about a jaywalking moose? A grizzly bear caught breaking and entering? A
murderous tree?We've never been good at sharing the planet… In the past, when wild animals
'broke the law', they might be given lawyers...

320 pages | Oneworld Publications

Hardback #254618 Oct-2021 9781786078346 £16.99

The Changing Face of Land and Conservation in Post-Colonial Africa
Old Land, New Practices?
George Barrett(Editor), Shirley Brooks(Editor), Jenny Josefsson(Editor), Nqobile Zulu(Editor)
The year 2013 marked the 100th anniversary of the 1913 Land Act in South Africa which
legalised the violent dispossession and alienation of the African majority from the land. It is
common cause that the alienation of land for conservation purposes,...

195 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w maps, tables | Routledge

Paperback #254759 2020 9780367738945 £36.99
Hardback #215905 2015 9781138832732 £125.00

Birds of Ghana
Nik Borrow(Author), Ron Demey(Author)
With a thumping 773 species on its national list, including big-hitters like the Rufous Fishing
Owl, Egyptian Plover, Red-billed Dwarf Hornbill, Fire-bellied Woodpecker, and West Africa's
most sought-after bird, the extraordinary Yellow-headed...

352 pages | 145 col plates | Helm

Paperback #254223 Feb-2022 9781472987723 £29.99
Paperback #181780 2010 9781408122792 £24.99
Hardback #253709 Feb-2022 9781472994011 £44.99

Tracks & Signs of the Birds of Britain and Europe
Roy Brown(Author), John Ferguson(Author), Michael F Lawrence(Author), David C
Lees(Author)
Tracks & Signs of the Birds of Britain and Europe contains a wealth of fascinating material for
any field naturalist.This unique guide enables the reader to find, interpret and understand field
marks left by a variety of birds throughout Britain...

416 pages | 19 plates with colour photos; colour photos, b/w line
drawings | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #254641 Dec-2021 9781472973184 £29.99

Birding Without Borders
An Obsession, a Quest, and the Biggest Year in the World
Noah Strycker(Author), Kenn Kaufman(Foreword By)
In 2015, Noah Strycker set himself a lofty goal: to become the first person to see half the
world's birds in one year. For 365 days, with a backpack, binoculars, and a series of one-way
tickets, he traveled across forty-one countries and all...

334 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Souvenir Press

Paperback #254635 Nov-2021 9781800810112 £10.99
Hardback #242937 2018 9780285644151 £17.99

Birds of Sri Lanka
Deepal Warakagoda(Author), Uditha Hettige(Author), Himesha Warakagoda(Author)
With a rich avifauna that includes 29 endemics, the island of Sri Lanka is one of Asia's most
popular birding destinations. A lead title on the Helm Wildlife Guides imprint, Birds of Sri Lanka
provides photographic coverage of more than 300...

192 pages | colour photos | Helm

Paperback #249510 Feb-2022 9781408110416 £16.99

RSPB Pocket Birds of Britain and Europe
Jonathan Elphick(Author), John Woodward(Author)
This easy-to-use RSPB pocket companion to European and British birds is the ideal field guide
for novice birdwatchers and experienced birders alike.From frequently seen garden birds to
some of the more elusive birds of prey, discover over 300 species...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Dorling Kindersley

Paperback #254640 Jan-2022 9780241515495 £8.99

Full Chase Mode
Big Year of Birding in North America
John Vanderpoel(Author)
John Vanderpoel is a lifelong birder and the creator of the critically acclaimed Advanced
Birding Video Series with Jon Dunn. In 2011, John set off to undertake a North American Big
Year. His whirlwind adventure took him to the edges of the...

499 pages | Buteo Books

Paperback #254573 2021 9780931130205 £44.99
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Auerhühner & Co.: Heimliche Vögel in Wilder Natur [Capercaillies & Co .: Secretive
Birds in the Wild]
Siegfried Klaus(Author), Hans-Heiner Bergmann(Author), Alexander V Andreev(Contributor),
Franz Hafner(Contributor), Christian Marti(Contributor)
This book presents the beauty and peculiarity of the grouse species in Europe and Asia in
understandable text and selected images. In addition to the native species of capercaillie, black
grouse and hazel grouse, the rare, so far little researched...

256 pages | 323 colour photos and colour illustrations | Aula Verlag

Hardback #254562 2020 9783891048351 £64.99

Shetland Flowers
Jim Nicolson(Author), Paul Harvey(Author)
A pocket-sized photographic guide to the wildflowers you might come across during a Shetland
summer. Over 170 species are organised by colour with notes on habitats and hints to aid
identification.

184 pages | colour photos | Shetland Times

Paperback #254550 2021 9781910997376 £14.99

Aves del Antlántico Sudoccidental & Antártida [Birds of the South West Atlantic &
Antarctica]
Christian Savigny(Author)
- 22 years in the making: suitable for both beginners and experts, this Spanish field guide
contains up-to-date distribution maps and detailed introductory texts covering biology, ecology,
conservation, taxonomy and history of all the birds found of...

210 pages | 850 colour illustrations; 82 colour distribution maps |
Ediciones LBN

Paperback #254597 2021 £34.99

Loon Lessons
Uncommon Encounters with the Great Northern Diver
James D Paruk(Author)
Even those who know the loon's call might not recognize it as a tremolo, yodel, or wail, and
may not understand what each call means, how it's made, and why. And those who marvel at
the loon's diving prowess might wonder why this bird has...

256 pages | 26 colour & 8 b/w photos, 3 maps | University of Minnesota
Press

Hardback #254574 Sep-2021 9781517909406 £18.99

Budgerigar
How a Brave, Chatty amd Colourful Little Aussie Bird Stole the World's Heart
Sarah Harris(Author), Don Baker(Author)
Beautiful and cheeky, delightful and enchanting, wild or tamed, budgerigars are Australia's gift
to the bird world.They know how to count, can grasp simple grammar and have incredible feats
of memory. They're masters of mimicry. They dance...

252 pages | Allen & Unwin

Paperback #254583 2020 9781760875480 £12.99

100 Flying Birds
Photographing the Mechanics of Flight
Peter Cavanagh(Author)
100 Flying Birds: Photographing the Mechanics of Flight offers a vivid and varied glimpse into
the world of birds. A white-tailed eagle plummeting through a Japanese sky, a brown pelican
striking a silhouette against an Ecuadorian sunset, an Atlantic...

320 pages | 120 colour photos | Firefly Books

Hardback #254592 Oct-2021 9780228103332 £29.99

The Secret Perfume of Birds
Uncovering the Science of Avian Scent
Danielle J Whittaker(Author)
The puzzling lack of evidence for the peculiar but widespread belief that birds have no sense of
smell irked evolutionary biologist Danielle Whittaker. Exploring the science behind the myth led
her on an unexpected quest investigating mysteries from...

312 pages | 11 b/w photos, 14 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins
University Press

Hardback #254367 Mar-2022 9781421443478 £20.50

Yorkshire Bird Report 2017
Geoff Dobbs(Editor)
Whether you are interested in Yorkshire's rarer or commoner species, this report provides an
enjoyable summary of Yorkshire's avifauna in 2017. The systematic list provides a thorough
breakdown of the status of each individual species, with...

350 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps, colour maps, colour tables | Yorkshire Naturalists Union

Paperback #254517 2021 £29.99

Bird Photographer of the Year, Collection 6
Bill Bailey(Foreword By)
This beautiful book celebrates the artistry of bird photography and showcases the best of the
best. It accompanies an annual competition, Bird Photographer of the Year, which brings
together the most outstanding examples of recent bird imagery.The...

256 pages | colour photos | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Hardback #254566 Sep-2021 9780008496241 £19.99

Birds and Us
A 12,000 Year History, from Cave Art to Conservation
Tim R Birkhead(Author)
A sweeping and lyrical history of the relationship between birdlife and humankind over twelve
millennia, exploring how birds have captured our imaginations and inspired our culture and our
science.In Birds and Us award-winning writer and...

400 pages | Viking Books

Hardback #253874 Mar-2022 9780241460498 £24.99

Yorkshire Bird Report 2015
Geoff Dobbs(Editor)
Whether you are interested in Yorkshire's rarer or commoner species, this report provides an
enjoyable summary of Yorkshire's avifauna in 2015. The systematic list provides a thorough
breakdown of the status of each individual species, with...

350 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps, colour maps, colour tables | Yorkshire Naturalists Union

Paperback #254516 2019 £24.99

100 Australian Birds
Georgia Angus(Author), Timothy Flannery(Foreword By)
100 Australian Birds is a beginner's guide to the world of birdwatching. From the outside, this
strange hobby of birdwatching appears to consist of sizeable camera lenses, khaki pants that
are pulled up too high, and gruelling treks in pursuit of...

240 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Explore
Australia

Paperback #254836 2021 9781741177220 £16.99
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The Birdwatcher's Yearbook 2022
Neil Gartshore(Author)
The Birdwatcher’s Yearbook has been the essential work of reference for British birdwatchers
since 1981. Whatever you need to know, you’ll find it in the Yearbook.Contents of the 2022
edition include:- Special features :  ...

328 pages | b/w illustrations, two-tone maps | Calluna Books

Paperback #254787 Oct-2021 9780993347771 £21.99

Birds of Instagram
Extraordinary Images from Around the World
David Allen Sibley(Editor), Chris Gatcum(Editor)
A visually rich selection of the finest bird photography from around the world, presented by
renowned ornithologist David Allen Sibley and sourced from Instagram's inspiring
photographer communityWe love birds, but they can be tricky to...

192 pages | 300 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #254835 2021 9781419751707 £17.99

Songbird Behavior
Implications for Conservation and Management in the Anthropocene
Darren S Proppe(Editor)
Songbirds are often used as indicators of environmental health. From the canary in the
coalmine to shifts in demographics and population patterns, birds tell us when things are not
well. More often than not, these observable trends are a result of...

282 pages | 12 colour & 21 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254825 Jan-2022 9780367279288 £155.00

The Action Plan for Australian Birds 2020
Stephen T Garnett(Editor), G Barry Baker(Editor)
An overview of the 2020 status of all Australian birds, and the actions needed for
conservation.The Action Plan for Australian Birds 2020 is the most comprehensive review of
the status of Australia's avifauna ever attempted. The latest in a...

816 pages | colour photos | CSIRO

Hardback #254830 Dec-2021 9781486311903 £113.00

Birds about Delhi
A Field Guide
Nikhil Devasar(Author), Rajneesh Suvarna(Author), Carol Inskipp(Foreword By), Tim
Inskipp(Foreword By), Martin Kelsey(Contributor), Bill Harvey(Contributor)
This field guide is the perfect addition to every bird enthusiast's library. It covers over 450 bird
species found in Delhi and its surrounding areas. These range from the most common to the
rarest of the rare. Birds about Delhi is divided into...

312 pages | 800+ colour photos, colour maps | Dorling Kindersley India

Paperback #254761 2018 9780241316290 £34.99

New Zealand Seabirds
A Natural History
Kerry-Jayne Wilson(Author)
New Zealand is the seabird capital of the world – no other country has so many species of
breeding seabirds, while about a third of them are only found here. Despite this, many New
Zealanders have little awareness of them, or know of the...

140 pages | colour photos | Potton & Burton (formerly Craig Potton)

Hardback #254728 Oct-2021 9781988550251 £69.99

Birds of the Mar de Ansenuza: Field Guide / Aves del Mar de Ansenuza: Guía de Campo
Gustavo Bruno(Author), Ezequiel Vivas(Author), Tito Narosky(Preface By), Aurélia
Zecconi(Translated by)
This field guide contains about 700 excellent colour photos contributed by 15 nature
photographers showing about 240 common or important species in the Mar Chiquita or Mar de
Ansenuza lake in the northeast of the Argentine province of Córdoba....

305 pages | ~700 colour photos | Ecoval Ediciones

Paperback #254663 2020 9789874003621 £36.99

When There Were Birds
The Forgotten History of Our Connections
Roy Adkins(Author), Lesley Adkins(Author)
Birds are a joy and solace in troubled times, as well as a reminder of past experiences and a
symbol of hope for the future. For centuries, they were also seen as a source of food, feathers
and even fuel, and being so numerous, many were persecuted...

512 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Little, Brown and Company

Hardback #254731 Nov-2021 9781408713570 £24.99

Gulls of Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East
An Identification Guide
Peter Adriaens(Author), Mars Muusse(Author), Philippe J Dubois(Author), Frédéric
Jiguet(Author)
Gulls of Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East offers the most up-to-date guide for gull
identification in Europe and beyond. With a direct and visual approach, and an exhaustive
abundance of beautiful color photographs, this book provides...

320 pages | <1400 colour photos, 45 colour distribution maps | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #254694 Nov-2021 9780691222837 £24.99

Golden Eagles
Mythical Birds of Prey
Heinz M Gut(Author)
For centuries, the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) has been the archetype of the majestic bird
of prey. The awe-inspiring birds have fascinated people of all cultures around the world with
their proud appearance, the impressive wingspan of six to...

224 pages | 120 b/w photos | Benteli Verlag AG

Hardback #254605 Oct-2021 9783716518663 £59.95

The Book of the Raven
Corvids in Art and Legend
Angus Hyland(Author), Caroline Roberts(Author)
Corvids play an outsize role in the human imagination. We keep ravens in towers, emblazon
rooks on banners, find crows in the constellations and make sure to salute solitary magpies.
We also see our own behaviour mirrored in this diverse family of...

160 pages | 100 colour illustrations | Laurence King

Paperback #254774 Oct-2021 9781786277015 £12.99
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Botany

Birds of Iguazú: Photographic Guide / Aves de Iguazú: Guía Fotográfica
Nature of the Rainforest and Grassland or Misiones Province / Naturaleza de las Selvas y
Campos de Misiones
Mariano Masariche(Author), Roberto M Güller(Author), Oscar Iriani(Author), Claudio
Bertonatti(Preface By), Cintia Salvo(Translated by)
Birds of Iguazú presents more than 500 species of birds that inhabit the Brazilian ecoregion
known as Selva Paranaense in the Atlantic Forest, a true paradise for wildlife conservation and
ecotourism. It also includes the birds of the entire...

358 pages | colour photos | Fundación Naturaleza para el Futuro

Paperback #254658 2018 9789879899151 £44.99

La Gélinotte des Bois [The Wood Grouse]
Bruno Mathieu(Author), Marc Montadert(Author), Jean-Jacques Pfeffer(Author)
Among forest birds, one of the most mysterious remains the Wood Grouse. Indeed, this
species is difficult to observe. It is experiencing a sharp decline throughout Western Europe,
having disappeared from all lowland forests, and is very threatened in...

184 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | BIOTOPE

Paperback #254772 2021 9782856539378 £54.99

The Swan
A Biography
Stephen Moss(Author)
Bestselling nature writer and author of The Robin, The Wren and The Swallow, Stephen Moss,
masterfully narrates the lifecycle of the swan through the four seasons of the year. From the
details of the swan's lifecycle, to its place in popular...

216 pages | b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Square Peg

Hardback #254648 Nov-2021 9781529110371 £12.99

Birds of Rio de la Plata Area: Guía de Campo / Aves Rioplatenses: Field Guide
Roberto M Güller(Author), Marcelo Masariche(Author), Victoria Gigena Cesar(Translated by)
A photographic guide to the 340 wild bird species that inhabit the cities of Buenos Aires,
Montevideo and the surrounding areas – in a broad sense, covering 200 km (124 miles) of the
riverbanks of the Río de la Plata river. It includes...

206 pages | colour photos | Ecoval Ediciones

Paperback #254642 2017 9789874003119 £42.99

Birds
Tim Flach(Photographer), Richard O Prum(Contributor)
Birds of the world are portrayed in all their colourful glory by Tim Flach, the world's leading
animal photographerRadiating grace, intelligence, and humour, and always in motion, birds
tantalize the human imagination. Working for years in his...

336 pages | 200 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #254620 Nov-2021 9781419747618 £44.99

Birds of Iberá Wetlands: Photographic Guide / Aves Iberá: Guía Fotográfica
Mariano Masariche(Author), Roberto M Güller(Author), Oscar Iriani(Author), Francisco
Erize(Preface By), Cintia Salvo(Translated by)
Birds of Ibera Wetlands shows the reader more than 300 species of birds living in the Ibera
Provincial Reserve in the northwest of Corrientes Province, north-eastern Argentina, a real
paradise for the watching of wild fauna and ecotourism. Besides,...

224 pages | colour photos | Gobierno Provincial

Paperback #254630 2013 9789879899144 £44.99

Ethnobotany of the Mountain Regions of Africa (2-Volume Set)
Rainer W Bussmann(Editor)
Research on ethnobotany in recent years has increasingly shifted away from purely academic
research, and into applied aspects of the discipline, including climate change research,
conservation, and sustainable development. It has by now widely been...

1125 pages | 657 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254684 2021 9783030383855 £499.99

Native Trees of Argentina, Volume 2: Patagonia
Pablo Demaio(Author), Ulf Ola Karlin(Author), Mariano Medina(Author), Ana H Ladio(Preface
By), Rosemary Scoffield(Translated by)
An English translation of Arboles Nativos de Argentina, Tomo 2: Patagonia.This book contains
profusely illustrated entries for each species. It is the second volume of a four-volume collection
that aims to illustrate the arboreal flora of the entire...

119 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Ecoval Ediciones

Paperback #254683 2019 9789874003287 £39.99

Norfolk Island’s Fascinating Flora
Peter Coyne(Author)
Plants have been vitally important to the history of Norfolk Island, a tiny Australian island in the
South Pacific Ocean. Although everywhere in sight, these remarkable gifts from nature
dominate any view of the island. Containing over 200 species,...

192 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Petaurus Press

Paperback #254766 2011 £64.99

Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines of Arkansas
Jennifer Ogle(Author), Theo Witsell(Author), Johnnie Gentry(Author), P Allen Smith(Foreword
By)
This attractive, heavily illustrated field guide is the most comprehensive accounting of the
woody plants of Arkansas ever published.Features include:- Species accounts for nearly all the
trees, shrubs, and woody vines of the state, including common...

536 pages | 1500+ colour photos, b/w line drawings, distribution maps |
Ozark Society Foundation

Paperback #254745 2021 9780912456003 £28.99

A Florilegium
Sheffield's Hidden Garden
Valerie Oxley(Author)
This lavish book highlights a selection of the wonderful illustrations held in the archive of The
Florilegium Society at Sheffield Botanical Gardens. Each illustration included in A Florilegium
is accompanied by a plant profile, stating where the...

160 pages | 100+ colour illustrations | Crowood Press

Paperback #254723 2021 9781785008948 £24.99

Guide to Seaside Flowers
Simon Norman(Author), Lizzie Harper(Illustrator)
The FSC Guide to Seaside Flowers fold-out guide features 38 special flowers of cliffs, sand
dunes, salt marshes and shingle beaches. Beautiful colour paintings by Lizzie Harper show the
key features of each plant, including flowers, leaves and stems....

8 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Field Studies Council (FSC)

Unbound #254504 2021 9781908819543 £3.30
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Flora Malesiana, Series 1: Volume 24: Cornaceae 2
Willem JJO de Wilde(Author), Brigitta EE Duyfjes(Author), Pieter Baas(Contributor)
Contains a taxonomic revision of Cornaceae for Malesia, i.e., the area covering the countries
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei Darussalam, The Philippines, East Timor, and Papua
New Guinea. In Malesia there are two native genera. The largest...

70 pages | 1 plate with colour photos; 20 b/w illustrations | National Parks
Board Singapore

Paperback #254483 2020 9789065190215 £29.99

The Lives of Leaves
50 Leaves, What They Mean and What They Mean to Us
Dan Crowley(Author), Douglas Justice(Author)
A beautifully illustrated and curated compendium of leaves from around the world. Organised
by leaf shape, it tells the stories, science and history of that leaf, from sugar maple and how
leaves turn red, to gingko and how leaves are used as...

336 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #254564 Sep-2021 9781529375312 £19.99

Forest Plants of the Nilgiris – Eastern Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve
An Illustrated Field Guide
Keystone Foundation(Author)
Years of work in the forests of the Nilgiris, one of the 38 districts in the southern Indian state of
Tamil Nadu, vividly conveyed the high diversity of this region. One of the measures to enhance
and strengthen conservation efforts in the area,...

410 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Keystone Foundation

Paperback #254570 2019 9788193281727 £64.99

The Genus Agapanthus
Graham Duncan(Author)
The Genus Agapanthus is a superbly illustrated, new classification of a universally popular
group of plants. It is a unique combination of science, horticulture, botanical art and
photography, presented in an easily accessible format. Essential for...

272 pages | colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #254549 Oct-2021 9781842467237 £49.99

Pillars of Life
Magnificent Trees of the Western Ghats
Divya Mudappa(Author), TR Shankar Raman(Author), Nirupa Rao(Illustrator), Sartaj
Ghuman(Illustrator), Pradip Krishnen(Foreword By)
For millions of years, the forests of the Western Ghats mountains in India have been home to a
host of extraordinary trees, These range from the peculiar conifer: Nageia, whose family origins
can be traced back to the age of the dinosaurs, to the...

101 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Nature Conservation Foundation

Hardback #254571 2018 £74.99

Plants of Indian Himalayan Region: An Annotated Checklist and Pictorial Guide (2-
Volume Set)
Bipin Kumar Sinha(Author), Sudhansu Sekhar Dash(Author), Paramjit Singh(Author)
The Himalayas, literally meaning as ‘abode of snow’, is a 2500 km long arc-shaped mountain
range which is not only jewelled with snow-clad peaks and glaciers but also wide extended
lush-green forests harbouring one of the most...

863 pages | 358 plates with colour photos | Botanical Survey of India

Hardback #254572 2019 9788194114055 £99.99

Saunders' Field Guide to Gladioli of South Africa
Rod Saunders(Author), Rachel Saunders(Author)
The genus Gladiolus has fascinated plant collectors, taxonomists and the general public for
centuries. Known for their spectacular flowers, these highly adapted and specialised plants
occur throughout Africa, Madagascar, Europe and the Middle East....

360 pages | 1130 colour photos and 160 colour distribution maps |
Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #254591 Oct-2021 9781775847618 £20.99

A Cultural History of Plants (6-Volume Set)
Annette Lucia Giesecke(Editor), David J Mabberley(Editor)
A Cultural History of Plants presents a global exploration of how plants have shaped human
culture. Covering the last 12,000 years, it is the definitive history of how we have cultivated,
traded, classified, and altered plants and how, in turn,...

1744 pages | 343 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #250784 Feb-2022 9781474273596 £395.00

Anatomic Atlas of Aquatic and Wetland Plant Stems
Fritz Hans Schweingruber(Author), Andrea Kučerová(Author), Lubomír Adamec(Author), Jiří
Doležal(Author)
This book presents light microscopic anatomical images of aquatic and wetland plant stem. It
features double-stained cross- and longitudinal sections of almost 400 species of vascular
plants from the lowland to the alpine zone in Central Europe,...

487 pages | 932 colour photos and colour illustrations, 5 b/w illustrations |
Springer Nature

Paperback #254842 2021 9783030334222 £109.99
Hardback #249107 2020 9783030334192 £179.99

Gardening Through the Year in Australia
Month-by-Month Planning, Instructions & Inspiration
Ian M Spence(Author)
Packed with essential gardening advice, keep your garden in great condition all year round
with the newly updated Australian edition of this bestselling guide. Discover what to do when
with this ultimate gardening guide. Gardening Through the Year in...

352 pages | 1000+ colour photos | Dorling Kindersley Australia

Hardback #254598 2019 9780143796947 £54.99

Les Fougères et Plantes Alliées d'Europe [Ferns and Allied Plants of Europe]
Rémy Prelli(Author), Michel Boudrie(Author)
In the distant geological past, ferns played a fundamental role in the evolution of the living
world. As the first plants to have really adapted to the terrestrial environment in the first half of
the primary era (with a peak in the Carboniferous,...

528 pages | colour photos, b/w distribution maps | BIOTOPE

Hardback #254775 2021 9782366622683 £74.99

The New Sylva
A Discourse of Forest & Orchard Trees for the Twenty-first Century
Gabriel Hemery(Author), Sarah Simblet(Author)
In 1664, the horticulturist and diarist John Evelyn wrote Sylva, the first comprehensive study of
British trees. It was also the world's earliest forestry book, and the first book ever published by
the Royal Society. Evelyn's elegant prose...

400 pages | b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #254644 Oct-2021 9781526640109 £29.99
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Mammals

High Mountain Flowers of the Patagonian Andes / Flores de Alta Montaña de los Andes
Patagónicos
Marcela Ferreyra(Author), Cecilia Ezcurra(Author), Sonia Clayton(Author)
Designed for all those who want to discover the beauty and diversity of the flowers of the
Patagonian Andes. A unique bilingual work of its kind, since it brings together 365 species of
flowering plants from the high mountains, illustrated with...

320 pages | 1000+ colour photos | Literature of Latin America

Paperback #254676 2020 9789878678092 £49.99

How to Create A Wildlife Garden
Christine Lavelle(Author), Michael Lavelle(Author)
This inspiring and accessible hands-on book shows how simple gardening techniques can
provide a dazzling plant display while helping the native wildlife. This new updated edition of
the award-winning book (Garden Media Guild Practical Book of the...

256 pages | 800+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Lorenz Books

Hardback #254832 2021 9780754835202 £14.99

Trees to Know in Oregon and Washington (70th Anniversary Edition)
Edward C Jensen(Author)
For 70 years, people have turned to one book to learn about Northwest trees: Trees to Know in
Oregon. This new edition, retitled Trees to Know in Oregon and Washington, expands its
scope to cover more territory and include more trees.The book was...

172 pages | 409 colour photos, 72 illustrations, 72 b/w distribution maps |
Oregon State University Press

Paperback #254805 2020 9780870711206 £18.50

The Hidden Beauty of Seeds & Fruits
The Botanical Photography of Levon Biss
Levon Biss(Photographer)
A highly original collection of high magnification photographs that unlock the hidden beauty of
seeds and fruit, from the author of Microsculpture.The Hidden Beauty of Seeds & Fruits is a
photographic study that celebrates the wonders of nature...

144 pages | 150 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #254833 2021 9781419752155 £29.99

Crooked Cats
Beastly Encounters in the Anthropocene
Nayanika Mathur(Author)
Big cats – tigers, leopards, and lions – that make prey of humans are commonly known as
"man-eaters". Anthropologist Nayanika Mathur reconceptualizes them as cats that have gone
off the straight path to become...

224 pages | 16 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #254540 2021 9780226771922 £21.99
Hardback #254539 2021 9780226771892 £65.99

The Colobines
Natural History, Behaviour and Ecological Diversity
Ikki Matsuda(Editor), Cyril C Grueter(Editor), Julie A Teichroeb(Editor)
The Colobines are a group of Afroeurasian monkeys that exhibit extraordinary behavioural and
ecological diversity. With long tails and diverse colourations, they are medium-sized primates,
mostly arboreal, that are found in many different habitats,...

Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254498 Nov-2021 9781108421386 £94.99

Bison
Portrait of an Icon
Audrey Hall(Photographer), Chase Reynolds Ewald(Contributor), Henry Real Bird(Contributor),
John Heminway(Foreword By)
The first book of its kind, Bison: Portrait of an Icon tells the story of this distinctly American
species – its history, majesty, cultural significance, and comeback story – through the
stunning, dramatic photography of Audrey Hall....

336 pages | colour photos | Gibbs M. Smith Inc

Hardback #254519 2021 9781423653752 £37.99

The Arabian Leopards of Oman [Arabic]
Andrew Spalton(Author), Hadi Musallam Al Hikmani(Author), Khalid Mohammed Al
HIkmani(Author), David W Willis(Illustrator), Vicky White(Illustrator), Khalid Bin Hilal Bin Saud
Al Busaidi(Foreword By)
This illustrated volume brings together scientific data and camera trap photography to capture
the secret life of the wild animals of the remote and inaccessible Dhofar Mountains Chain. It
tells the story of Oman's vital conservation work that...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, 4 colour maps | Stacey
International

Hardback #254777 2014 9781909022362 £29.99

All Asian Primates
Sylvain Beauséjour(Author), Anthony B Rylands(Author), Russell A Mittermeier(Author), Wes
Sechrest(Foreword By), Ramesh Boonratana(Foreword By)
This book features the most beautiful images of the Asian apes, monkeys and prosimians,
including the rarest, photographed by more than 200 naturalists, professional and amateur
photographers, primatologists and wildlife organizations.This collection...

536 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Lynx Edicions

Hardback #254629 Sep-2021 9781737285113 £54.99

The Beaver Book
Hugh Warwick(Author)
With their building prowess and distinctive features, beavers are a rare, but wonderful sight in
UK waters following their extinction and re-introduction. Through informative chapters ranging
from the psychological and environment to the inclusion of...

160 pages | 100+ colour photos | Graffeg

Hardback #254639 Oct-2021 9781914079214 £9.99

The Hedgehog Handbook
Sally Coulthard(Author), Vanessa Lubach(Illustrator)
Please note that this is not a practical handbook to hedgehog conservation or care.Hedgehogs,
with their quiet determination and bristling, bumbling ways, are seen by many of one of life's
most enduring symbols of the countryside and town...

132 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Paperback #254647 Nov-2021 9781800249967 £9.99
Paperback #247688 2019 9781789545876 £9.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Evolutionary Biology

Whales of the Southern Ocean
Biology, Whaling and Perspectives of Population Recovery
Yuri Aleskeysvich Mikhalev(Author)
Based on actual data of Soviet whaling, and reliable methodologies that existed at the time
when Whales of the Southern Ocean was written, it examines the distribution and migration
patterns of whales of the Southern Ocean. It defines distinct...

382 pages | 146 colour & 155 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer
Nature

Paperback #254751 2021 9783030292546 £99.99
Hardback #248130 2020 9783030292515 £129.99

International Marine Mammal Law
Nikolas Sellheim(Author)
International Marine Mammal Law is a comprehensive, introductory volume on the legal
regimes governing the conservation and utilisation of marine mammals. Written as a textbook,
it provides basic overviews of international conservation law, which...

225 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254750 2021 9783030352707 £44.99
Hardback #250180 2020 9783030352677 £54.99

The Origin of Snakes
Morphology and the Fossil Record
Michael Wayne Caldwell(Author)
The Origin of Snakes presents perspectives on the past and present state of the understanding
of snake origins. It reviews and critiques data and ideas from paleontology and neontology
(herpetology), as well as ideas from morphological and molecular...

299 pages | 20 colour & 52 b/w photos and illustrations | Apple Academic
Press

Paperback #254829 Sep-2021 9781032177694 £42.99
Hardback #223655 2019 9781482251340 £135.00

Amphibian Biology, Volume 9, Part 5
The Conservation and Biogeography of Amphibians in the Caribbean
Neftalí Ríos-López(Editor), Harold Heatwole(Editor)
This book is volume 9, part 5 of the Amphibian Biology series.An expansive and detailed
review of the biology of Caribbean amphibians, considering their threats, conservation and
outlook in a changing world. Amphibians are the group of vertebrates...

576 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Hardback #254612 Feb-2022 9781784272678 £120.00

Imperiled Reef
The Fascinating, Fragile Life of a Caribbean Wonder
Sandy Sheehy(Author)
This book brings alive the richly diverse world of an underwater paradise: the Mesoamerican
Barrier Reef. Stretching 625 miles through the Caribbean Sea along the coasts of Mexico,
Belize, Guatemala, and Honduras, this reef is the second largest...

304 pages | University Press of Florida

Hardback #254632 Oct-2021 9781683402497 £25.50

Sea Creatures and Sea Shores
An Underwater Guide to the Gulfs of South Australia
Peter Day(Author), Antony King(Author), James Manna(Author)
There is a wonderful underwater world to be discovered at the doorstep of Australians and now
there is a book that celebrates the magic of Southern Australia's marine environment.
Developed by local divers for local divers, snorkellers,...

80 pages | colour photos | Peter R. Day Resource Strategies

Paperback #254764 2015 9780987212504 £31.99

Fishes of Argentina: Marine Waters / Peces de Argentina: Aguas Marinas
María Berta Cousseau(Author), Juan José Rosso(Author), Santos Pereyra(Illustrator), Gustavo
Christiansen(Illustrator), Luis Forciniti(Illustrator)
An essential guide to identifying fish in the marine waters of Argentina. Using accessible
language and scientific rigour, it describes the characteristics of 75 species, including scientific
name, common name in different countries, ecological type,...

152 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps | Vazquez Mazzini Editores

Paperback #254706 2019 9789879132647 £49.99

Ahab's Rolling Sea
A Natural History of Moby-Dick
Richard J King(Author)
Although Herman Melville's Moby-Dick is beloved as one of the most profound and enduring
works of American fiction, we rarely consider it a work of nature writing – or even a novel of the
sea. Yet Pulitzer Prize–winning author Annie...

430 pages | 8 plates with 11 colour photos & 1 colour illustration; 57 b/w
illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #254536 2021 9780226789873 £16.99
Hardback #247183 2019 9780226514963 £22.99

Creatures of the Deep
In Search of the Sea's Monsters and the World They Live In
Erich Hoyt(Author)
In this updated third edition of Creatures of the Deep, award-winning nature and science writer
Erich Hoyt gives readers a glimpse of the amazing variety of creatures found in the deepest
parts of the ocean. Weaving together details from the latest...

288 pages | 100+ colour photos | Firefly Books

Paperback #254579 Sep-2021 9780228103295 £19.95

Ecology, Conservation, and Restoration of Chilika Lagoon, India
C Max Finlayson(Editor), Gurdeep Rastogi(Editor), Deepak R Mishra(Editor), Ajit K
Pattnaik(Editor), Nick C Davidson(Foreword By)
Ecology, Conservation, and Restoration of Chilika Lagoon, India chronicles the decades-long
work of studying, analyzing, and reversing the environmental pressures that threatened India's
Chilika Lagoon, the largest brackish-water lagoon in the...

438 pages | 75 colour & 18 b/w illustrations, tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #254755 2021 9783030334260 £89.99
Hardback #249099 2020 9783030334239 £109.99

Ecology and Biodiversity of Benthos
Prince S Godson(Editor), Salom Gnana Thanga Vincent(Editor), S Krishnakumar(Editor)
Ecology and Biodiversity of Benthos provides insights into the characteristic features of marine
and estuarine benthos that play an important role in coastal ecosystem functioning, a primary
level in the food chain. The book provides the latest...

417 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #254430 Feb-2022 9780128211618 £115.00
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Classification Phylogénétique du Vivant, Volume 2 [Phylogenetic Classification of Life,
Volume 2]
Guillaume Lecointre(Author), Hervé Le Guyader(Author), Dominique Visset(Illustrator), Gilles
Bosquet(Illustrator), David Charrier(Illustrator), Jean-François Dejouannet(Illustrator), Thomas
Haessig(Illustrator), Julien Norwood(Illustrator)
Modern classification, known as phylogenetics, is based on the search for relationships
between species, thus fulfilling Darwin's old wish that any natural classification must reflect a
genealogy.Similar to volume 1 (4th edition published in...

831 pages | b/w illustrations | Editions Belin

Flexibound #254649 2017 9782410003857 £52.99

Fossil Men
The Quest for the Oldest Skeleton and the Origins of Humankind
Kermit Pattison(Author)
A behind-the-scenes account of the shocking discovery of the skeleton of "Ardi", a human
ancestor far older than Lucy – a find that shook the world of palaeoanthropology and radically
altered our understanding of human evolution.In...

534 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | William Morrow & Co

Paperback #254486 2021 9780062410290 £12.99
Hardback #249754 2020 9780062410283 £24.99

Classification Phylogénétique du Vivant, Volume 1 [Phylogenetic Classification of Life,
Volume 1]
Guillaume Lecointre(Author), Hervé Le Guyader(Author)
Modern classification, known as phylogenetics, no longer places the human beings at the
centre of Nature, and groups of organisms are no longer defined in relation to us. It is now
based on research into the degrees of kinship between species, thus...

584 pages | b/w illustrations | Editions Belin

Flexibound #254652 2016 9782701182940 £52.99

Mismatch
How Our Stone Age Brain Deceives Us Every Day And What We Can Do About It
Ronald Giphart(Author), Mark van Vugt(Author), Suzanne Heukensfeldt Jansen(Translated by)
Our brains evolved to solve the survival problems of our Stone Age ancestors, so when faced
with modern day situations that are less extreme, they often encounter a mismatch. Our
primitive brains put us on the wrong foot by responding to stimuli that...

352 pages | Robinson Publishing

Paperback #254512 2021 9781472139726 £9.99
Paperback #243667 2018 9781472139702 £14.99

A (Very) Short History of Life On Earth
4.6 Billion Years in 12 Chapters
Henry Gee(Author)
For billions of years, Earth was an inhospitably alien place – covered with churning seas,
slowly crafting its landscape by way of incessant volcanic eruptions, the atmosphere in a
constant state of chemical flux. And yet, despite facing...

336 pages | Picador

Hardback #254523 Sep-2021 9781529060560 £16.99

How to Be Animal
A New History of What it Means to Be Human
Melanie Challenger(Author)
Humans are the most inquisitive, emotional, imaginative, aggressive and baffling animals on
the planet. But how well do we really know ourselves?How to Be Animal writes a remarkable
story of what it means to be human and argues that at the heart of...

260 pages | b/w photos | Canongate

Paperback #254324 Feb-2022 9781786895752 £9.99
Hardback #251504 2021 9781786895714 £18.99

Vertebrate Evolution
From Origins to Dinosaurs and Beyond
Donald R Prothero(Author)
The first vertebrate animals appear in the fossil record over 520 million years ago. These
lineages diversified and eventually crept ashore leading to further evolutionary divergence and
the appearance of the familiar charismatic vertebrates of...

296 pages | 349 colour & 25 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254300 Feb-2022 9780367473167 £53.99
Hardback #254810 Jan-2022 9780367651763 £130.00

Epigenetic Processes and Evolution of Life
Jana Švorcová(Author), Anton Markoš(Author)
The book covers the possible story of emergence of life and its subsequent evolution,
emphasizing the necessary evolutionary step negotiation of a common "language set" which
kept all inhabitants in the biosphere together, ensuring a basic...

240 pages | 34 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #254479 2021 9780367780524 £42.99
Hardback #254478 2019 9781138541924 £160.00

Rethinking the Andes-Amazonia Divide
A Cross-Disciplinary Exploration
Adrian J Pearce(Editor), David G Beresford-Jones(Editor), Paul Heggarty(Editor)
Nowhere on Earth is there an ecological transformation so swift and so extreme as between the
snow line of the high Andes and the tropical rainforest of Amazonia. Because of that, the
different disciplines that research the human past in South...

420 pages | University College London Press

Paperback #254554 2020 9781787357419 £34.99
Hardback #254553 2020 9781787357471 £49.99

Phylogenetic Comparative Methods
A User's Guide for Paleontologists
Laura C Soul(Author), David F Wright(Author)
Recent advances in statistical approaches called phylogenetic comparative methods (PCMs)
have provided palaeontologists with a powerful set of analytical tools for investigating
evolutionary tempo and mode in fossil lineages. However, attempts to...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254801 2021 9781108794688 £14.99

Biological Systematics
History and Theory
Igor Ya Pavlinov(Author)
This volume reviews the historical roots and theoretical foundations of biological systematics in
an approachable text. The author outlines the structure and main tasks of systematics.
Conceptual history is characterized as a succession of scientific...

270 pages | CRC Press

Hardback #254817 2021 9780367654450 £89.99
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

Heartwarming
How Our Inner Thermostat Made Us Human
Hans Rocha IJzerman(Author)
An illuminating investigation of core body temperature regulation and its powerful effect on
human civilization.A hot cup of tea, coffee, or cocoa is calming and comforting – but how can
holding a warm mug affect our emotions? In Heartwarming,...

304 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #254742 2021 9781324002529 £19.99

Natural Selection
Revisiting its Explanatory Role in Evolutionary Biology
Richard G Delisle(Editor)
This book contests the general view that natural selection constitutes the explanatory core of
evolutionary biology. It invites the reader to consider an alternative view that favours a more
complete and multidimensional interpretation. It is common...

482 pages | 10 colour & 17 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254681 2021 9783030655358 £179.99

The Dawn of Language
How We Came to Talk
Sverker Johansson(Author), Frank Perry(Translated by)
Who was "the first speaker" and what was their first message? An erudite, tightly woven and
beautifully written account of one of humanity's greatest mysteries – the origins of
language.Drawing on evidence from many fields,...

419 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | MacLehose Press

Hardback #254601 2021 9781529411393 £24.99

The Soils of Aotearoa New Zealand
Allan E Hewitt(Author), Megan R Balks(Author), David J Lowe(Author)
This book offers an introduction to the soils of Aotearoa New Zealand, structured according to
the New Zealand soil classification system. Starting with an overview of the importance and
distribution of New Zealand soils, it subsequently provides...

332 pages | 147 colour & 45 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254733 2021 9783030647612 £119.99

Introduction to the Biogeochemistry of Soils
Ronald Amundson(Author)
The first process-based textbook on how soils form and function in biogeochemical cycles,
offering a self-contained and integrated overview of the field as it now stands for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students in soil science, environmental...

230 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254749 2021 9781108932752 £44.99
Hardback #254748 2021 9781108831260 £99.99

Soil
The Incredible Story of What Keeps the Earth, and Us, Healthy
Matthew Evans(Author)
What we do to the soil, we do to ourselves.Soil is the unlikely story of our most maligned
resource as swashbuckling hero. A saga of bombs, ice ages and civilisations falling. Of ancient
hunger, modern sicknesses and gastronomic delight. It features...

288 pages | Murdoch Books UK Ltd

Paperback #254608 Oct-2021 9781911668190 £14.99

Principles of Soil Physics
Rattan Lal(Author), Manoj K Shukla(Author)
Principles of Soil Physics examines the impact of the physical, mechanical, and hydrological
properties and processes of soil on agricultural production, the environment, and sustainable
use of natural resources. The text incorporates valuable...

716 pages | 344 illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254746 2019 9780367394219 £56.99
Hardback #149707 2004 9780824753245 £130.00

Evolutionary Parasitology
The Integrated Study of Infections, Immunology, Ecology, and Genetics
Paul Schmid-Hempel(Author)
Parasites and infectious diseases are everywhere and represent some of the most potent
forces shaping the natural world. They affect almost every aspect imaginable in the life of their
hosts, even as far as the structure of entire ecosystems. Hosts,...

576 pages | 190 colour illustrations, 71 tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254803 2021 9780198832157 £39.99
Hardback #254802 2021 9780198832140 £79.99

Biogeochemical Cycles and Climate
Han Dolman(Author)
Changing concentrations of greenhouse gasses are key to our changing climate.
Biogeochemical Cycles and Climate examines the interaction of the main biogeochemical
cycles of the earth with the physics of climate from the perspective of the earth as...

256 pages | 130 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254807 2021 9780192845269 £27.50
Hardback #245309 2019 9780198779308 £54.99

Notes from Deep Time
A Journey Through Our Past and Future Worlds
Helen Gordon(Author)
From the secret fossils of London to the 3-billion-year-old rocks of the Scottish Highlands, and
from state-of-the-art Californian laboratories to one of the world's most dangerous volcanic
complexes hidden beneath the green hills of western...

322 pages | no illustrations | Profile Books

Paperback #254454 Feb-2022 9781788161640 £9.99
Hardback #249788 2021 9781788161633 £19.99

Modeling Volcanic Processes
The Physics and Mathematics of Volcanism
Sarah A Fagents(Editor), Tracy KP Gregg(Editor), Rosaly MC Lopes(Editor)
Understanding the physical behavior of volcanoes is key to mitigating the hazards active
volcanoes pose to the ever-increasing populations living nearby. The processes involved in
volcanic eruptions are driven by a series of interlinked physical...

421 pages | 25 colour & 167 b/w photos and illustrations, 22 tables |
Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254555 2021 9781108812658 £57.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Introducing Volcanology
A Guide to Hot Rocks
Dougal Jerram(Author)
Volcanoes have an endless fascination. Their eruptions are a regular reminder of the power of
nature and our vulnerability to this raw geological phenomenon, however volcanic activity, and
its plumbing from beneath, is an essential element of the...

151 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Dunedin
Academic Press

Paperback #254533 2021 9781780460901 £9.99

Billion-dollar Fish
The Untold Story of Alaska Pollock
Kevin M Bailey(Author)
Alaska pollock is everywhere. If you're eating fish but you don't know what kind it is, it's almost
certainly pollock. Prized for its generic fish taste, pollock masquerades as crab meat in
California rolls and seafood salads and feeds...

288 pages | 33 b/w photos, 7 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago
Press

Paperback #254538 2021 9780226792170 £14.99
Hardback #202471 2013 9780226022345 £18.99

Global Change Biology
The Study of Life on a Rapidly Changing Planet
Erica Bree Rosenblum(Author)
Bree Rosenblum's Global Change Biology provides a comprehensive introduction to the field
of Global Change Biology and a roadmap for structuring Global Change Biology courses, a
burgeoning field of biological study. The first of its kind,...

432 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254768 2021 9780190644642 £124.99

Simply Climate Change
Dorling Kindersley (DK)(Author)
Exploring the science behind climate change has never been easier. Combining bold graphics
with easy-to-understand text, Simply Climate Change is an essential introduction to the subject
for those who are short of time but hungry for knowledge. The...

160 pages | colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #254841 Nov-2021 9780241516072 £9.99

Pocket Guide Geology in the Field
Tom McCann(Author)
This book is a field guide that describes and explains the commonest minerals and rocks as
well as introducing the most important fossil groups. In addition, a variety of geological
structures are described and illustrated in numerous diagrams and...

162 pages | 1557 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254790 2021 9783662630815 £54.99

Consumption, Status, and Sustainability
Ecological and Anthropological Perspectives
Paul Roscoe(Editor), Cindy Isenhour(Editor)
Consumption, Status, and Sustainability addresses current concerns about the climate and
environmental sustainability by exploring one of the key drivers of contemporary environmental
problems: the role of status competition in generating what we...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254778 2021 9781108836043 £74.99

Geopolitics for the End Time
From the Pandemic to the Climate Crisis
Bruno Maçães(Author)
A sharp vision of our changing world order as COVID-19 and climate breakdown usher in a
new 'survival of the fittest'. How well have different cultures and societies responded, and could
this become a turning point in the flow of...

240 pages | C Hurst & Co Publishers Ltd

Hardback #254816 2021 9781787385542 £18.99

Handbook of Microplastics in the Environment
Teresa Rocha-Santos(Editor), Mónica Costa(Editor), Catherine Mouneyrac(Editor)
This reference work presents an authoritative review of microplastics as vectors of
environmental contaminants and provides a comprehensive coverage of their ecotoxicological
and toxicological effects. Divided into four sections, Handbook of...

1090 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #250658 Jan-2022 9783030390402 £449.99

A Primer on Nonmarket Valuation
Patricia A Champ(Editor), Kevin Boyle(Editor), Thomas C Brown(Editor)
This is a practical book with clear descriptions of the most commonly used nonmarket
methods. The first chapters of the book provide the context and theoretical foundation of
nonmarket valuation along with a discussion of data collection procedures....

504 pages | 20 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254697 2018 9789402413205 £89.99
Hardback #254698 2017 9789400771031 £119.99

Buyer Beware
How to Buy Better, Consume Less and Start Creating Real Environmental Change
Sian Conway-Wood(Author)
How to spot greenwashing, stop consuming and demand a more sustainable future.Climate
change is now a mainstream conversation topic, beyond the echo chamber of concerned
environmentalists. And yet every week our recycling piles are still overflowing,...

256 pages | Icon Books

Hardback #254386 Feb-2022 9781785788116 £12.99

How To Change Everything
The Young Human's Guide to Protecting the Planet and Each Other
Naomi Klein(Author), Rebecca Stefoff(Co-Author)
The first book for younger readers by internationally bestselling social activist Naomi Klein: the
most authoritative and inspiring book on climate change for young people yet.Warming seas.
Superstorms. Fires in the Amazon. The effects of climate...

288 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #253852 Feb-2022 9780241492932 £8.99
Hardback #250644 2021 9780241492918 £12.99

The Material Limits of Energy Transition
Thanatia
Alicia Valero(Author), Antonio Valero(Author), Guiomar Calvo(Author)
Earth has become a huge mine, with a greater quantity and variety of fundamental mineral
resources being extracted year after year. Technology, from electric cars to everyday electrical
equipment, consume vast amounts of scarce raw materials. On a...

253 pages | 100 colour & 13 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254484 2021 9783030785321 £22.99
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History & Other Humanities

Climate Adaptation
Accounts of Resilience, Self-Sufficiency and Systems Change
Arkbound Foundation(Editor), Morgan Phillips(Author), Ashish Kothari(Author), Justin
Stevens(Author), Ester Barinaga(Author), Fazeela Mubarak(Author), Janis Steele(Author),
Rodrigo Morei(Author), Karen Scott(Author), Irene Sotiropoulou(Author)
Where is the world really heading, and what can we do about it? Climate Adaptation takes an
unflinching look at climate change, drawing upon the latest data to analyse what the next
decades hold in store. With atmospheric CO2 at unprecedented levels...

320 pages | 32 colour illustrations | Arkbound

Paperback #254577 Oct-2021 9781912092123 £9.99

Great Adaptations
In the Shadow of a Climate Crisis
Morgan Phillips(Author)
A series of case studies that look at how people can adapt to climate change. Across ten
captivating and beautifully illustrated chapters, Morgan Phillips recounts stories of adaptation
from the air-conditioned pavements of Doha and the feral camels...

224 pages | 20 colour illustrations | Arkbound

Paperback #254578 Sep-2021 9781912092147 £9.99

Benefit Transfer of Environmental and Resource Values
A Guide for Researchers and Practitioners
Robert J Johnston(Editor), John Rolfe(Editor), Randall S Rosenberger(Editor), Roy
Brouwer(Editor)
This book provides a comprehensive review of environmental benefit transfer methods, issues
and challenges, covering topics relevant to researchers and practitioners. Early chapters
provide accessible introductory materials suitable for...

582 pages | 14 colour & 30 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254699 2016 9789402404142 £89.99
Hardback #254700 2015 9789401799294 £89.99

The Fairy Tale of Nuclear Fusion
LJ Reinders(Author)
This carefully-researched book presents facts and arguments showing, beyond a doubt, that
nuclear fusion power will not be technically feasible in time to satisfy the world's urgent need
for climate-neutral energy.The author describes the 70-year...

620 pages | 138 colour & 33 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254747 2021 9783030643430 £109.99

Unsustainable
The Urgent Need to Transform Society and Reverse Climate Change
Richard Joy(Author)
Unsustainable is an urgent call to reimagine our social, political and economic systems so that
we might transform to a sustainable society. It considers whether an alternative economic
model is possible and examines the factors needed to enable such...

216 pages | Bristol University Press

Paperback #254602 Oct-2021 9781529218022 £19.99

Thicker Than Water
The Quest for Solutions to the Plastic Crisis
Erica Cirino(Author), Carl Safina(Foreword By)
Much of what you've heard about plastic pollution may be wrong. Instead of a great island of
trash, the infamous Great Pacific Garbage Patch is made up of manmade debris spread over
hundreds of miles of sea – more like a soup than a...

272 pages | 20 illustrations | Island Press

Paperback #254721 Oct-2021 9781642831375 £20.99

The Sea is Rising and So Are We
A Climate Justice Handbook
Cynthia Kaufman(Author), Bill McKibben(Foreword By)
Sea is Rising and So Are We: A Climate Justice Handbook is an invitation to get involved in
the movement to build a just and sustainable world in the face of the most urgent challenge our
species has ever faced. By explaining the entrenched forces...

192 pages | PM Press

Paperback #254740 2021 9781629638652 £14.99

Canadians and Their Natural Environment
A History
James Murton(Author)
The book is a history of how people in the territory that is now Canada have interacted with all
that is non-human since the last ice age. It takes as its jumping-off point the idea that the
primary human interest in nature is getting the resources...

352 pages | 59 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press Canada

Paperback #254668 2021 9780199025466 £33.99

Comparative Thinking in Biology
Adrian Currie(Author)
Biologists often study living systems in light of their having evolved, of their being the products
of various processes of heredity, adaptation, ancestry, and so on. In their investigations, then,
biologists think comparatively: they situate...

100 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254767 2021 9781108727495 £14.99

Climate Change in the Middle East and North Africa
15,000 Years of Crises, Setbacks, and Adaptation
William R Thompson(Author), Leila Zakhirova(Author)
Environmental factors in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) have played a crucial role in
the historical and social development of the region. The book delves into a broad set of
historical literature from the past 15,000 years that neglected to...

274 pages | 26 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #254623 2021 9780367744861 £34.99
Hardback #254624 2021 9780367744854 £120.00

Evolution Made to Order
Plant Breeding and Technological Innovation in Twentieth-Century America
Helen Anne Curry(Author)
In the mid-twentieth century, American plant breeders, frustrated by their dependence on
natural variation in creating new crops and flowers, eagerly sought technologies that could
extend human control over nature. Their search led them to celebrate...

285 pages | 28 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | University of Chicago
Press

Paperback #254541 2021 9780226790862 £28.99
Hardback #231984 2016 9780226390086 £38.99
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The Seneca Effect
Why Growth is Slow but Collapse is Rapid
Ugo Bardi(Author)
The essence of this book can be found in a line written by the ancient Roman Stoic
Philosopher Lucius Annaeus Seneca: "Fortune is of sluggish growth, but ruin is rapid". This
sentence summarizes the features of the phenomenon that we call...

209 pages | 21 colour & 36 b/w illustrations, 34 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #254506 2018 9783319861036 £44.99
Hardback #242411 2017 9783319572062 £59.99

The Contamination of the Earth
A History of Pollutions in the Industrial Age
François Jarrige(Author), Thomas Le Roux(Author), Janice Egan(Translated by), Michael
Egan(Translated by)
Through the centuries, the march of economic progress has been accompanied by the spread
of industrial pollution. As our capacities for production and our aptitude for consumption have
increased, so have their byproducts – chemical...

459 pages | 27 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #254600 Nov-2021 9780262542739 £15.99
Hardback #248635 2020 9780262043830 £31.99

Building the Population Bomb
Emily Klancher Merchant(Author)
Across the twentieth century, Earth's human population increased undeniably quickly, rising
from 1.6 billion people in 1900 to 6.1 billion in 2000. As population grew, it also began to take
the blame for some of the world's most serious...

296 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254785 2021 9780197558942 £47.99

On the Fringe
Where Science Meets Pseudoscience
Michael D Gordin(Author)
Everyone has heard of the term "pseudoscience", typically used to describe something that
looks like science, but is somehow false, misleading, or unproven. Many would be able to
agree on a list of things that fall under its umbrella...

128 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254786 Sep-2021 9780197555767 £14.99

Making Civilizations
The World before 600
Hans-Joachim Gehrke(Editor), Akira Iriye(Editor), Jürgen Osterhammel(Editor), Erik
Butler(Translated by), Peter Lewis(Translated by)
Distinguished historians of the ancient world analyze the earliest developments in human
history and the rise of the first major civilizations, from the Middle East to India and China.In the
first volume of the six-part series A History of the World,...

1216 pages | 84 photos, 24 maps | Belknap Press

Hardback #254525 2020 9780674047174 £36.95

Science Denial
Why It Happens and What to Do About It
Gale M Sinatra(Author), Barbara K Hofer(Author)
How do individuals decide whether to accept human causes of climate change, vaccinate their
children against childhood diseases, or practice social distancing during a pandemic?
Democracies depend on educated citizens who can make informed decisions...

208 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254548 2021 9780190944681 £22.99

What Kind of Ancestor Do You Want to Be?
John Hausdoerffer(Editor), Brooke Parry Hecht(Editor), Melissa K Nelson(Editor), Katherine
Kassouf Cummings(Editor)
As we face an ever-more-fragmented world, What Kind of Ancestor Do You Want to Be?
demands a return to the force of lineage – to spiritual, social, and ecological connections
across time. It sparks a myriad of ageless-yet-urgent questions: How...

248 pages | 3 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #254535 2021 9780226777436 £21.99
Hardback #254534 2021 9780226777269 £75.99

Global Interdependence
The World after 1945
Akira Iriye(Editor), Jürgen Osterhammel(Editor)
Global Interdependence provides a new account of world history from the end of World War II
to the present, an era when transnational communities began to challenge the long domination
of the nation-state. In this single-volume survey, leading...

1008 pages | 62 b/w photos, 1 illustration, 9 maps, 8 tables | Belknap
Press

Hardback #254529 2014 9780674045729 £38.95

Empires and Encounters
1350–1750
Wolfgang Reinhardt(Editor), Akira Iriye(Editor), Jürgen Osterhammel(Editor)
Between 1350 and 1750 – a time of empires, exploration, and exposure to radically different
lands and cultures – the world reached a tipping point of global connectedness. In volume 3 of
the acclaimed series A History of the World, noted...

1168 pages | 57 b/w photos, 32 maps, 1 table | Belknap Press

Hardback #254526 2015 9780674047198 £36.95

An Emerging Modern World
1750–1870
Sebastian Conrad(Editor), Jürgen Osterhammel(Editor), Akira Iriye(Editor)
For as long as there have been nations, there has been an "international" – a sphere of cross-
border relations. But for most of human history, this space was sparsely occupied. States and
regions were connected by long-distance...

1096 pages | 55 b/w photos, 24 maps | Belknap Press

Hardback #254527 2018 9780674047204 £38.95

The Secret of Life
Rosalind Franklin, James Watson, Francis Crick, and the Discovery of DNA's Double Helix
Howard Markel(Author)
An authoritative history of the race to unravel DNA's structure, by one of our most prominent
medical historians.James Watson and Francis Crick's 1953 discovery of the double helix
structure of DNA is the foundation of virtually every advance...

576 pages | 65 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #254589 Oct-2021 9781324002239 £23.99

A World Connecting
1870–1945
Emily S Rosenberg(Editor), Akira Iriye(Editor), Jürgen Osterhammel(Editor)
Between 1870 and 1945, advances in communication and transportation simultaneously
expanded and shrank the world. New technologies erased distance and accelerated the global
exchange of people, products, and ideas on an unprecedented scale. A World...

1168 pages | 62 b/w photos, 16 maps, 16 tables | Belknap Press

Hardback #254528 2012 9780674047211 £38.95
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Organismal to Molecular Biology
Understanding Coronavirus
Raul Rabadan(Author)
Since the identification of the first cases of the coronavirus in December 2019 in Wuhan,
China, there has been a significant amount of confusion regarding the origin and spread of the
so-called 'coronavirus', officially named SARS-CoV-2, and...

120 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #254496 Sep-2021 9781009088572 £11.99
Paperback #250597 2020 9781108826716 £9.99
Hardback #254497 Sep-2021 £39.99

Ancient DNA
The Making of a Celebrity Science
Elizabeth D Jones(Author)
The untold story of the rise of a new scientific field, ancient DNA research, and how Jurassic
Park and popular media influenced its developmentAncient DNA research – the recovery of
genetic material from ancient and extinct organisms –...

288 pages | 3 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #253718 Feb-2022 9780300240122 £29.99

Stem Cells: A Very Short Introduction
Jonathan MW Slack(Author)
The topic of stem cells has a high profile in the media. We've made important advances in our
scientific understanding, but despite this the clinical applications of stem cells are still in their
infancy and most real stem cell therapy carried...

160 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #254680 Sep-2021 9780198869290 £8.99

Reproduction and Development in Crustacea
TJ Pandian(Author)
Dating back to the early Cambrian period, crustaceans had ample time to undertake endless
experimentation with form and function. Today, no other group of plants or animals on the
planet exhibit the range of morphological diversity seen among extant...

301 pages | 9 colour illustrations,55 b/w photos and b/w illustrations,
tables | Productivity Press

Paperback #254477 2021 9780367783020 £42.99
Hardback #226996 2016 9781498748285 £150.00

Principles of Cell Biology
George Plopper(Author), Diana Bebek Ivankovic(Author)
Principles of Cell Biology, third edition builds a conceptual framework of cell biology using 14,
easy-to-understand principles to show how cells function and why we study them.The text
begins with an introduction to the fundamental molecular...

744 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Jones & Bartlett

Paperback #254820 2020 9781284149845 £57.99

Reproduction and Development in Annelida
TJ Pandian(Author)
Reproduction and Development in Annelida offers a comprehensive update to our knowledge
of the reproduction and development of annelids. It discusses the subjects of regeneration and
asexual reproduction from the point of view of stem cells. The book...

278 pages | 55 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #254476 2021 9780367780326 £42.99
Hardback #245322 2019 9780367187453 £150.00

Animal Behaviour
Concepts, Methods, and Applications (International Edition)
Shawn E Nordell(Author), Thomas J Valone(Author)
- Emphasizes Concepts.Animal Behavior: Concepts, Methods, and Applications, third edition,
uses broad organizing concepts to provide a framework for understanding the science of
animal behaviour. In an engaging, question-driven style, Shawn E....

560 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, tables | Oxford University
Press USA

Paperback #254225 2021 9780190924263 £72.99

Exotic Vetting
What Treating Wild Animals Teaches You About Their Lives
Romain Pizzi(Author)
Anaesthetising a fish, X-raying a frog and hospitalising a walrus are all in a day's work for the
world's wildest veterinarian.Travelling from the rainforests of Sierra Leone to the jungles of
Borneo, Romain Pizzi has caught, anaesthetised,...

320 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Hardback #254762 Jan-2022 9780008356743 £19.99

Viral
The Search for the Origin of COVID-19
Alina Chan(Author), Matt Ridley(Author)
Understanding how COVID-19 started is more important than we know for the future of
humankind. Determining whether the virus came from nature or from a lab will help us to
safeguard against the next pandemic. This disease will for ever punctuate...

400 pages | Fourth Estate

Hardback #254732 Nov-2021 9780008487492 £19.99

Coronavirus Disease
From Origin to Outbreak
Adnan I Qureshi(Editor), Omar Saeed(Editor), Uzma Syed(Editor)
Coronavirus Disease: From Origin to Outbreak provides a comprehensive review of
coronaviruses, particularly COVID-19, its transmission, and disease pathology. The book
covers the viral structure and genetics of coronaviruses, the pathogenesis and...

200 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #254769 Oct-2021 9780128244098 £115.00

Nature Is Never Silent
How Animals and Plants Communicate With Each Other
Madlen Ziege(Author), Alexandra Roesch(Translated by)
For readers of Entangled Life and The Hidden Life of Trees, a fascinating journey into the
world of plants and animals, and the ways they communicate with each other. In forests, fields,
and even gardens, there is a constant exchange of information...

240 pages | Scribe Publications

Hardback #254609 Oct-2021 9781913348243 £14.99

The Next 500 Years
Engineering Life to Reach New Worlds
Christopher E Mason(Author)
An argument that we have a moral duty to explore other planets and solar systems – because
human life on Earth has an expiration date.Inevitably, life on Earth will come to an end, whether
by climate disaster, cataclysmic war, or the death of...

296 pages | 16 colour & 24 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #254818 2021 9780262044400 £24.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

Vertebrate Cranial Placodes (2-Volume Set)
Gerhard Schlosser(Author)
Most of the cranial sense organs of vertebrates arise from embryonic structures known as
cranial placodes. Such placodes also give rise to sensory neurons that transmit information to
the brain as well as to many neurosecretory cells. Vertebrate...

596 pages | 42 colour & 84 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254791 2021 9780367748531 £190.00

Cut-and-Paste Genetics
A CRISPR Revolution
Sahotra Sarkar(Author)
The emergence of CRISPR/Cas9 technology has revolutionized gene editing. The Nobel prize
for chemistry was awarded to Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna, the scientists
responsible for its discovery, in 2020 and it is considered the frontier...

224 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Hardback #254812 Nov-2021 9781786614377 £28.99

Extinct: Megalodon
Ben Garrod(Author), Gabriel Ugueto(Illustrator)
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view
of evolution's superstars, the most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our
planet. Whether you're 9 or 90, his unique...

128 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Zephyr

Hardback #253551 Mar-2022 9781838935412 £14.99

Extinct: Thylacine
Ben Garrod(Author), Gabriel Ugueto(Illustrator)
TV scientist Ben Garrod presents the biggest extinction events ever, told from the point of view
of evolution's superstars, the most incredible animals ever to swim, stalk, slither or walk our
planet. Whether you're 9 or 90, his unique...

128 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Zephyr

Hardback #253552 Feb-2022 9781838935443 £14.99

Fossils Inside Out
A Global Fusion of Science, Art, & Culture
Thomas Wiewandt(Author), Mark A Norell(Foreword By)
Fossils Inside Out brings fossils, palaeoecology, and the fossil industry to life in a beautiful and
easy-to-understand format suitable for young adults and older, scientists and non-scientists.
This large-format book is packed with information...

200 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Wild Horizons Publishing

Hardback #254576 Sep-2021 9781879728080 £29.99

Otherlands
A World in the Making
Thomas Halliday(Author)
From a dazzling young palaeontologist and prodigiously talented writer comes the Earth as
we've never seen it beforeWhat would it be like to experience the ancient landscapes of the
past as we experience the reality of nature today? To actually...

352 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #254068 Feb-2022 9780241405741 £19.99

Explorers of Deep Time
Paleontologists and the History of Life
Roy Plotnick(Author)
Paleontology is one of the most visible yet most misunderstood fields of science. Children
dream of becoming paleontologists when they grow up. Museum visitors flock to exhibits on
dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals. The media reports on fossil...

312 pages | 20 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Columbia University
Press

Hardback #254160 Feb-2022 9780231195348 £29.99

Dinosaurs
New Visions of a Lost World
Michael J Benton(Author), Robert Nicholls(Illustrator)
Dinosaurs are not what you thought they were – or at least, they didn't look like you thought
they did. The world-leading palaeontologist Michael J. Benton brings us a new visual guide to
the world of the dinosaurs, showing how rapid...

240 pages | 150+ colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations | Thames &
Hudson

Hardback #254565 Oct-2021 9780500052198 £24.99

Deep Time
An Illustrated Exploration of 4.5 Billion Years of Time Through Artefacts, Places and
Phenomena
Riley Black(Author)
Deep time is the timescale of the geological events that have shaped our planet. Whilst so
immense as to challenge human understanding, its evidence is nonetheless visible all around
us.Through explanations of the latest research and over 200...

224 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Welbeck
Publishing Group

Hardback #254614 2021 9781787397439 £24.99

Drawing and Painting Dinosaurs
Using Art and Science to Bring the Past to Life
Emily Willoughby(Author)
People of all ages are fascinated by dinosaurs. Though their huge skeletons are an impressive
sight, much of our sense of childlike wonder comes from artistic depictions of them in books,
museum murals and popular culture. This book is about how such...

176 pages | 272 colour illustrations | Crowood Press

Paperback #254604 Oct-2021 9781785009556 £18.99

Foraminiferal Micropaleontology for Understanding Earth’s History
Pratul Saraswati(Author)
Foraminiferal Micropaleontology for Understanding Earth's History incorporates new findings
on taxonomy, classification and biostratigraphy of foraminifera. Foraminifera offer the best
geochemical proxies for paleoclimate and paleoenvironment...

340 pages | ~100 illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #254752 2021 9780128239575 £127.00
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Myxomycetes at Black Sugarloaf Tasmania, Australia
Sarah Lloyd(Author)
Myxomycetes (plasmodial or acellular slime moulds) are amoebozoans with amoeboid and
plasmodial feeding stages. They produce spore-bearing structures that are abundant in
terrestrial ecosystems wherever there is organic material. The author began...

161 pages | colour photos | Tympanocryptis Press

Spiralbound #254765 2020 £74.99

Pictorial Atlas of Fungi of Iguazú National Park / Hongos: Atlas Pictórico del Parque
Nacional Iguazú
Jorge E Wright(Author), Bernardo E Lechner(Author), Orlando F Popoff(Author)
This pictorial atlas is a summary of the one hundred most common or unique fungi species
found in Iguazú National Park (Misiones, Argentina), and has been based on the many
collecting trips made by the first author since 1962, as well as by...

227 pages | colour photos | Literature of Latin America

Paperback #254638 2008 9789509725874 £32.99

Truffle Hound
On the Trail of the World’s Most Seductive Scent, with Dreamers, Schemers, and Some
Extraordinary Dogs
Rowan Jacobsen(Author)
A captivating exploration into the secretive and sensuous world of truffles, the elusive food that
has captured hearts, imaginations, and palates worldwide.The scent of one freshly unearthed
white truffle in Barolo was all it took to lead Rowan...

304 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #254770 Oct-2021 9781526618719 £19.99

Kew Pocketbooks: Fungi
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew(Author)
This stunning series of pocketbooks from Kew offers a snapshot into the diverse and beautiful
world of plants and fungi. Each book lavishly showcases choice examples from different
groups or collections.Neither plants nor animals, and only showing...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #254616 Oct-2021 9781842467268 £8.99

Mushrooms of the Southeastern United States
Alan E Bessette(Author), William C Roody(Author), Arleen Rainis Bessette(Author), Dail L
Dunaway(Author)
This book is a comprehensive field guide to the mushrooms of the southeastern United States.
Although it will stand on its own, it is intended to complement and serve as a companion to
Mushrooms of Northeastern North America, also published by...

400 pages | colour photos | Syracuse University Press

Paperback #254485 2021 9780815637493 £39.50
Hardback #166616 2007 9780815631125 £75.50
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